CITIZEN PERCEPTION OF CRIME IN WALPOLE

Q1 I Am:
Answered: 2,895

Skipped: 111

A Resident
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Q2 Age
Answered: 2,904

Under 21
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Q3 Gender
Answered: 2,852

Skipped: 154
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Q4 Geographic
Answered: 2,595

Skipped: 411
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South Walpole
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Q5 Taking into consideration the last year,
what is your perception of crime in Walpole.
Has it increased, decreased or remained the
same?
Answered: 2,792

Increased

Skipped: 214

13.40%

Decreased

11.64%

Remained The
Same

74.96%
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Q6 Have you limited, changed or curtailed
your activities in Walpole due to your
concern of crime?
Answered: 2,956

Yes

Skipped: 50

4.40%

No
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Q7 Do you feel that crime is such an issue
in Walpole that you have considered
moving?
Answered: 2,954

Yes

Skipped: 52

1.08%

No

98.92%
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Q8 Having your home burglarized?
Answered: 2,925

Not Concerned

Skipped: 81

38.70%

Concerned

51.66%

Very Concerned

9.64%
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Q9 Having your car burglarized?
Answered: 2,914

Skipped: 92
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48.35%
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Q10 Walking in Walpole
Answered: 2,917

Skipped: 89

Not Concerned
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Q11 Driving through Walpole
Answered: 2,919

Skipped: 87
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Q12 Safety of children while in school
Answered: 2,837

Skipped: 169

Not Concerned

63.73%
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Very Concerned
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Q13 Safety of children outside of school
Answered: 2,847

Skipped: 159

Not Concerned

49.84%
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43.48%

Very Concerned
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Q14 Children exposed to drugs
Answered: 2,879

Not Concerned

Skipped: 127

18.90%

Concerned

54.25%

Very Concerned

26.85%
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Total Respondents: 2,879
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Q15 Children exposed to alcohol
Answered: 2,870

Not Concerned

Skipped: 136

21.22%
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Very Concerned
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Q16 Loitering
Answered: 2,892

Skipped: 114

Not Concerned

65.80%

Concerned

29.46%

Very Concerned

4.84%
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Q17 Illegal Parking
Answered: 2,888

Skipped: 118

Not Concerned
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Very Concerned
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Q18 Larceny/Shoplifting
Answered: 2,898

Skipped: 108
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39.41%

Very Concerned

8.28%
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Q19 Intoxicated drivers
Answered: 2,921

Not Concerned

Skipped: 85
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50.70%

Very Concerned

26.16%
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Q20 Car horns/stereos/alarms
Answered: 2,866

Significant

Skipped: 140
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86.85%
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Q21 Speeding cars
Answered: 2,925

Significant

Skipped: 81
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Q22 Dilapidated streets/sidewalks
Answered: 2,906

Significant

Skipped: 100
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Q23 Drug possession and use
Answered: 2,846

Significant

Skipped: 160
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Q24 Illegal dumping/littering
Answered: 2,887

Significant

Skipped: 119
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Q25 Noisy neighbors
Answered: 2,892

Significant

Skipped: 114
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Q26 Parking problems
Answered: 2,881

Significant

Skipped: 125
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Q27 Pedestrians jay-walking
Answered: 2,872

Significant

Skipped: 134
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Q28 Cars not yielding to pedestrians
Answered: 2,908

Significant

Skipped: 98
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Q29 Bicycle violations
Answered: 2,867

Significant

Skipped: 139
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Q30 Inadequate street lighting
Answered: 2,897

Significant

Skipped: 109
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Q31 Public drinking/intoxication
Answered: 2,866

Significant

Skipped: 140
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Q32 Underage drinking
Answered: 2,866

Significant

Skipped: 140
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Q33 Stray/barking dogs
Answered: 2,863

Significant

Skipped: 143
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Q34 Trespassing upon your property
Answered: 2,877

Significant

Skipped: 129
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Q35 Unsupervised children
Answered: 2,869

Significant

Skipped: 137
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Q36 Vandalism/graffiti
Answered: 2,871

Significant

Skipped: 135
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Q37 Shoplifting
Answered: 2,842

Significant

Skipped: 164
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Q38 Traffic during stadium events
Answered: 2,880

Significant
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Q39 Parking during stadium events
Answered: 2,856

Significant

Skipped: 150
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Q40 Public drunkenness during stadium
events
Answered: 2,850

Significant

Skipped: 156
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Q41 Larceny
Answered: 2,807

Significant
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Q42 What other problems do you believe
Walpole has, that are not listed?
Answered: 730

Skipped: 2,276

#

Responses

Date

1

Motorists funning red lights, especially at the intersection of Old Post Road and Rt 27.

9/26/2014 10:21 AM

2

I feel very safe in Walpole - especially living in a senior residence.

9/22/2014 3:27 PM

3

Barking Dogs.

9/8/2014 12:29 PM

4

Drugs and all the trash that comes with them.

9/4/2014 1:15 PM

5

There should be cameras installed in the Elementary and Middle Schools.

7/28/2014 1:21 PM

6

There is a virtual epidemic of cars running red lightsat major intersections. very dangerous.

7/10/2014 1:54 PM

7

#24- esp. littering

7/2/2014 2:34 PM

8

.

6/18/2014 8:45 AM

9

Drugs in our school are a big problem.

6/18/2014 8:44 AM

10

Too much political bull... when it comes to drug and alcohol abuse.

6/17/2014 5:58 PM

11

None apparent.

6/11/2014 1:27 PM

12

#43- with exception to dog barking problems which have improved during the last few years.

6/11/2014 1:18 PM

13

none at this time

5/29/2014 1:57 PM

14

just moved to walpole

5/29/2014 1:53 PM

15

Hearsay only - drug use/availability in and around public schools. This was from school employees. Speeding a
real concern - Common St.

5/29/2014 10:12 AM

16

Resident circled #s 33 & 34 also put N/A in this box

5/28/2014 2:44 PM

17

#43- resident put n/a next to "No" box

5/28/2014 2:31 PM

18

cigarette butts thrown out car windows, tailgating, Rte. 1A near North St./ Mobile area needs lights

5/28/2014 1:47 PM

19

cleared sidewalks not available in winter for pedestrians using commuter rail ( stretch from station to Old West
St.)

5/28/2014 1:40 PM

20

#21- especially on Summer St. #40- causes littering

5/28/2014 1:15 PM

21

Thoughtless real estate developers

5/28/2014 10:26 AM

22

I just moved to Walpole a year ago because we did not see it as an issue

5/28/2014 8:53 AM

23

none that I am aware of

5/28/2014 8:49 AM

24

bullying in school and low class bars down town attracts drunks and trouble

5/28/2014 8:41 AM

25

cars not yielding/stopping particularly at red lights and four way stops

5/28/2014 8:35 AM

26

I work on Easr St - The speed of code 3 is excessive - you are playing with fire- so extremely dangerous

5/28/2014 8:25 AM

27

Rush hour traffic thru center of town. Wish that left lane turn only wasn't there! Just jams everything up. Also,
please review the MBTA bus stop at corner of Main and Stone. Cars coming out of West St are aiming right at
waiting bus passengers.

5/22/2014 3:05 PM

28

Very concerned during ALL Stadium events

5/22/2014 3:00 PM

29

Illegal U Turns at Smith Ave. and Gould St. when dropping children off at Fisher School.

5/22/2014 2:54 PM
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30

Potholes in the road are unacceptable and have cost me thousands for tires this winter alone. The several police
officers my family has encountered over the years have been incredibly rude and disrespectful, making
unacceptable comments because the can. I believe many of them are on a "power trip" because they are police
and you (the people) can't do a thing about it and making a complaint of this won't do any good because the
police are not going to believe you over the police. They have been extremely condescending, have been proven
wrong yet unapologetic. Excessive roughness/force and I would say several have bordered harassment via
racism. I know police officers in 4 local towns who say "Walpole police have a reputation throughout the other
local police dept. as being "jerks" and not practicing community policing - looking to make mountains out of
molehills and putting on attitudes like they are really tough guys. Also giving preferential treatment to the public
who have a relation with the police verse those who don't. Many have said what a disgrace over the years they
have become.

5/22/2014 2:52 PM

31

The main problem in Walpole that is infection for all other problems is that the system for effective fair police work
is now a personality contest with each officer doing his own thing rather than a collective same body.

5/22/2014 2:37 PM

32

The biggest problem with Walpole is Main Street - many accidents, unsafe to drive and walk, taxpayer money
wasted. Better off if you improve roads.

5/22/2014 2:32 PM

33

Too many officers at const sites when fewer could handle it. Should be looked into regularly.

5/22/2014 2:29 PM

34

Enforcement of laws relating to town employees/officials (by-laws)/zoning/oversight - holding to principle, not
ignoring whistle blower initiative.

5/22/2014 2:26 PM

35

Walpole needs to work with the state and get a traffic light on 1A/Fisher St. I have witnessed 2 accidents there in
a year. Maybe when someone gets killed by the "aggie" something will get done. (this probably isn't a police
matter, just had to vent) Trash left outside people's homes. People need to be fined.

5/22/2014 2:21 PM

36

Parents do not take responsibility for teaching wrong behaviors and fight behaviors.

5/22/2014 2:17 PM

37

Check for speeding cars from the corner of High and North Streets down High and from upper High street to
North (both ways) Very hard to cross street to get mail.

5/22/2014 2:14 PM

38

Walpole Police do a great job. I have no worries, 30 years in E. Walpole.

5/22/2014 2:14 PM

39

The police are reckless at times responding to calls - speeding without sirens and lights.

5/22/2014 2:06 PM

40

Not a problem, but a strength which is the fact this survey and the increased community engagement is
happening.

5/21/2014 3:47 PM

41

running red lights is an epidemic, especially on Rte 1 and Old Post Road.

5/21/2014 3:31 PM

42

I don't know that much has changed in my perception since I moved here in 1995.

5/21/2014 3:16 PM

43

People running red lights.

5/21/2014 3:14 PM

44

3-5 cars at homes with no registrations. I have called and gone to Police dept. about this and so far no response.

5/21/2014 3:13 PM

45

I have lived in Walpole for almost four years and only know of one break in.

5/21/2014 3:08 PM

46

High traffic volume

5/21/2014 2:53 PM

47

School bullying has not been listed. I don't know if this is a problem in Walpole but it seems to be rising.
Programs and support groups that educate children maybe beneficial. I commend the WPD for all your services.
Thank you for caring and being there for us.!

5/21/2014 1:02 PM

48

Can't think of any.

5/21/2014 12:51 PM

49

Fully support the construction of a new police station.

5/21/2014 12:38 PM

50

Responsibly addressing and handling illegal aliens for crimes, especially motor vehicle violations in town. Greater
lack of transparency in the police log is troubling. Don't worry about being politically correct like our governor!
Prosecute drug overdoses aggressively!

5/21/2014 12:35 PM

51

Those of us on the "even" side of Washington St. in S. Walpole must cross Washington to get our mail. Very
dangerous most of the time Not a rural road anymore. Postmaster seems absolutely unconcerned. Mailboxes
need to be allowed on even numbered side of street.

5/21/2014 12:20 PM

52

Use of drugs and alcohol in the vicinity of high school events such as football games. Not within the typical
spectator area, but in the upper field and woods around turco field.

5/21/2014 12:09 PM
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53

If the town makes us fill out a census on what should already be documented then they should provide a prepaid
envelope.

5/21/2014 12:01 PM

54

Not cleaning out sewer grates - leads to huge puddles in roads. Would like police to take notice of where there is
a problem during rain/snow storms. Causes huge traffic problems.

5/21/2014 11:52 AM

55

Tailgaters and people running red lights - not yellow lights.

5/21/2014 11:44 AM

56

I live near the Finnegan's Wake and around closing time there always are loud obnoxious drunks and on
weekends speeding cars. Would be nice to see a police officer at end of Glenwood during these times.

5/21/2014 11:35 AM

57

Police cars traveling at high rates of speed continually.

5/21/2014 11:32 AM

58

No sidewalks on many streets.

5/21/2014 11:23 AM

59

When people come & solicit at your home. They don't have a photo id, shirt/jacket etc. with company logo. Too
many solicitors at 10-14 a year with only 1 to 2/3 checking in with Walpole PD.

5/21/2014 11:19 AM

60

I feel Walpole is a pretty safe town.

5/21/2014 11:16 AM

61

Poor lighting & snow removal on sidewalks on Plimpton St from commuter rail stop to 1A/Main. Highly dangerous
for pedestrians and drivers.

5/20/2014 12:58 PM

62

Teen dating violence program in elementary schools to help recognize problem relationships early. Youths are
"dating" at a younger age and we need to reach them earlier.

5/20/2014 12:53 PM

63

Turning right on red after stop in downtown traffic lights -- this should be allowed

5/20/2014 12:50 PM

64

Town buildings need an update

5/20/2014 12:48 PM

65

Drivers not obeying traffic signs. Parking on wrong side of street.

5/20/2014 12:46 PM

66

Domestic violence, assaults (issues everywhere, not just Walpole)

5/20/2014 12:43 PM

67

Cars speeding @Wolcott St. Trucks going through Fuller Ave, and it is a narrow street so had property damages
to fences and parked cars.

5/20/2014 12:40 PM

68

Cocaine & heroin problems seem to be growing in schools in spite of your excellent work. Keep up the great
work.

5/15/2014 3:13 PM

69

Police like to harass innocent kids just to cause trouble for them and legal expenses.

5/15/2014 3:10 PM

70

Never got a call back about help with child seat installation after leaving multiple messages.

5/15/2014 3:07 PM

71

Too many charitable drop boxes.

5/15/2014 3:05 PM

72

Unauthorized solicitors.

5/15/2014 3:01 PM

73

Speaking to press about accident before all facts are in.

5/15/2014 2:59 PM

74

Lack of traffic control device @ North & Main, and @ Norfolk and Main.

5/15/2014 2:51 PM

75

Just how busy our street is with traffic - used as a cut through.

5/15/2014 2:41 PM

76

People speed through light at 27 & Washington all the time & at extremely high speeds. Extremely dangerous.

5/15/2014 2:39 PM

77

Need more presence in Swan Pond Condos. In 16 years I have only seen a car drive through once.

5/15/2014 2:36 PM

78

Concern regards marijuana issue, medical or otherwise. This is a slippery slope we're approaching.

5/15/2014 2:32 PM

79

A lot of teenagers are bullies and punks. Lack of diversity among school children and the schools.

5/15/2014 2:29 PM

80

No marijuana for sale in Walpole - it is asking for trouble.

5/15/2014 2:25 PM

81

Drivers on side streets pull out in front of oncoming traffic. Residents should be required to shovel their own
sidewalk.

5/15/2014 2:20 PM

82

I see people obeying stop sign and traffic lights far less than they used to. As someone who drives and walks in
Walpole a lot it is a concerning trend.

5/15/2014 2:12 PM

83

Middle schools appear to be in poor condition.Flashing light at Gould and 1A is extremely dangerous and need a
full traffic light.

5/15/2014 2:07 PM
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84

Dilapidated sidewalks south of center on rte.1A.

5/15/2014 2:03 PM

85

Speeding on Washington St. Cars following too closely. (tailgating).

5/15/2014 2:01 PM

86

North st, from Bubbling Brook to Bubbling Brook Road is very dangerous to travel.

5/15/2014 1:53 PM

87

sometimes police are not responsive to my needs.

5/14/2014 2:32 PM

88

Speeding on Common, Main Street and around schools is a significant problem.

5/14/2014 1:50 PM

89

Police officers perform an outstanding service with extreme professionalism.

5/14/2014 12:07 PM

90

None

4/25/2014 2:10 PM

91

Unusual meetings in the Bird Park overflow lot on Polley Lane are recurring concerns. Drivers park in far end of
lot at all hours after sunset.

4/25/2014 2:04 PM

92

Dogs off leashes - people feel entitled to walk their dogs off leash places such as Aggie and Adam's Farm. When
it comes up, they become belligerent and refuse to leash their dog. They know there is no real way to enforce this
and take advantage.

4/25/2014 2:01 PM

93

Active drug seller on my street - Hitching Post.

4/25/2014 1:57 PM

94

#43--never had to call but sure would be satisfied with service

4/24/2014 3:23 PM

95

I have not had to call them( Walpole PD).#43 20-41 no complaints.

4/24/2014 2:05 PM

96

n/a

4/23/2014 2:55 PM

97

Ticket overnight parking in the winter so streets can be plowed and sanded.

4/22/2014 12:55 PM

98

Two bridges on West Street in between Sand Co. A school bus or a sand truck can not stay on their side of line
in road. So there's no white line there, Great! Someone is going to get in a very bad accident due to this and the
high rate of speed under the bridges. Thanks for letting me say this.

4/22/2014 12:52 PM

99

In answering above questions, I answered them as I normally would. We just moved to E. Walpole because of
the safety and security we feel here. We feel very lucky!

4/22/2014 12:48 PM

100

Need stepped up traffic enforcement along Endean Drive down Hildene to Washington Street. Moving violations
by drivers must be addressed before someone is killed or seriously injured.

4/22/2014 12:45 PM

101

Knowing and understanding pursuit protocol, I wonder how much training and guidance is given to patrol officers
in area regarding response speeds. I called once and the police never came when I reported items stolen from
my yard.

4/22/2014 12:41 PM

102

High rate of speeding on Union Street. Speed trap should be set up by Wolcott Avenue. Also large trucks using
Wolcott Avenue when prohibited is a major issue daily.

4/22/2014 12:37 PM

103

Summerfest and Octoberfest activities. Public drinking in N-Star field - parking too close to my house--walking
across my property is awful -also dangerous for people walking down 109. No supervision.

4/22/2014 12:34 PM

104

Traffic light needs to be installed at Bullard Street and Route 1A. It is extremely dangerous. Many accidents and
new accidents occur regularly.

4/22/2014 12:25 PM

105

People taking the train using public parking.

4/22/2014 12:21 PM

106

People run yellow and red lights.

4/22/2014 12:16 PM

107

Need more sidewalks.

4/22/2014 12:14 PM

108

I think Walpole is a wonderful, safe place to live. We need a new police station.

4/22/2014 12:10 PM

109

Condition of Main Street area and businesses and buses has always been poor and makes Walpole look bad.
Houses on High Street, north Walpole act like Frat houses and nothing is done about them.

4/22/2014 12:08 PM

110

Need to keep pot distribution out of town.

4/22/2014 12:05 PM

111

When I needed help recovering stolen money, I was basically made to feel that the police had more important
things to do and I should just go to court even though I needed help locating the individual.

4/22/2014 12:02 PM

112

I would like the Walpole Police to hold more community meetings with residents. How can we help the police be
more effective if possible.

4/22/2014 11:57 AM
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113

Lack of recycling. Trash and refuse on the street.

4/22/2014 11:54 AM

114

Observation: Officers issue oral warnings for speed. That's fine at times. But issue a "written" warning for a
burned out auto brake light? May think more kindly of an officer that just tells you that you need to replace a light
rather than write it up....

4/22/2014 11:51 AM

115

The traffic lights in the center should have the timing changed so that when you press the "walk" button, it doesn't
make one wait through 2 cycles before letting a pedestrian cross. People get frustrated with this and try to cross
in traffic, rather than wait for the pedestrian o.k.

4/22/2014 11:47 AM

116

Focus on aging population issues, elderly scams, motor vehicle issues.

4/22/2014 11:43 AM

117

Drivers not yielding to pedestrians at stop signs. Running stop signs, crosswalks an red lights.

4/22/2014 11:38 AM

118

Crosswalks repainted and identified - especially on Wolcott Avenue, Pleasant Street, Coney Street, Rhoades
Ave.

4/22/2014 11:36 AM

119

I'm in the Pleasant Street/Union Street area and the noise from some inconsiderate/ignorant truck drivers is a
problem - especially during the warmer months.

4/22/2014 11:31 AM

120

Have not lived in Walpole long and have no concerns at this time.

4/22/2014 11:28 AM

121

Traffic patterns onto side roads from Route 1. Turn onto Coney Street from Route 1N is too short.

4/22/2014 11:20 AM

122

I called Walpole PD on 1/12/14 at 4:30 a.m. reporting that there was a care broken down in front of my house.
The police came to the scene and immediately left without getting out of the car. The man was intoxicated and
ended up sleeping in his car until approximately 8 a.m. when someone came to help him. I was home along with
my children and called the police department 2 times and got no assistance. Very disappointed.

4/22/2014 11:16 AM

123

I have a drug dealer living 30 feet away from me!

4/22/2014 11:09 AM

124

Canada Geese

4/22/2014 11:05 AM

125

Domestic violence.

4/22/2014 11:02 AM

126

The police are always quite helpful when I have had need. There is a lot of paperwork for ID theft, but I wonder
how much help is available after the report.

4/22/2014 10:52 AM

127

Possible need for increase auxiliary staff for understaffed area. (Traffic control) for emergency occasion.

4/22/2014 10:48 AM

128

Operating a business in a residential neighborhood.

4/22/2014 10:45 AM

129

We have 3 grandchildren in high school. Very, very concerned about underage drinking. Hear many stories
about 15 year olds drinking in homes and outside. Pictures sent on their phones showing kids appearing drunk.
I'm sure older students are involved also but the younger ones use the tragic death of their classmate as an
excuse. Sports coaches should be aware.

4/22/2014 10:43 AM

130

Dangerous intersection Washington & Polley numerous problems. Needs a traffic signal.

4/22/2014 10:35 AM

131

Traffic light arrows are required downtown and East Street and 27. Right on red on Rte. 27 and Old Post Road.
Parking on road at school dismissal time.

4/22/2014 9:56 AM

132

Bullying, domestic violence, harassment (egging houses, hate mail, etc.) dugs coming in from other towns
(Norwood)

4/22/2014 9:49 AM

133

I live on Killeen Road off Coney. Traffic lights at Rte. 1 and Coney needs to be fixed. Not enough time for cars
coming off Coney to go to mall or take left on Rte. 1 to go toward Norwood! Needs to be different. I use that
intersection everyday at least 3 times.

4/18/2014 2:13 PM

134

Not police issues: Inadequate pension funding. Poor/tardy snow and ice treatment on Mulberry Lane.

4/18/2014 2:09 PM

135

Many vehicles do not stop for pedestrians crossing Mylod to enter/exit Endean Drive.

4/18/2014 1:39 PM

136

Police department doing excellent job. Thanks to Chief Stillman and his great officers.

4/18/2014 1:36 PM

137

Cars shooting through red lights along Route 1 typically after light has turned red. Should be significantly better
enforcement. The cost of not doing this may be a life. I constantly see abuses. You are not doing your job with
this.

4/18/2014 12:58 PM

138

38 to 40 are the worst and the corner of Water and Washington is very dangerous. People headed around the
corner drive way too fast.

4/18/2014 12:50 PM
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139

Please consider siren use - often overdone or needlessly. One Sunday morning at 3 a.m. blasting non-stop siren
- Unnecessary !!

4/18/2014 12:45 PM

140

Public works (lacking street maintenance) Re: South Walpole

4/18/2014 12:42 PM

141

Too many drugs in town. Can't we get the heroin dealers off our streets?

4/18/2014 12:39 PM

142

Stadium events - signs on Main Street & 1A say no access to Rte. 1 during events. They still use Winter Street
and get through.

4/18/2014 12:21 PM

143

Dogs not on leash on West Street.

4/18/2014 12:15 PM

144

I have not personally been impacted by crime in Walpole.

4/18/2014 12:13 PM

145

Speeding cars coming off Rte. 1 onto Common Street. Illegal housing and rental units thru-out Walpole! Not
enough teen activities during winter/older young adults.

4/18/2014 12:07 PM

146

East Walpole has a more than significant problem with speeding in Rhoades , Wolcott, Pleasant Street area.
Very little police presence at excessive traffic times!

4/18/2014 12:04 PM

147

Turkeys and coyotes on Moosehill Road - significant.

4/17/2014 1:48 PM

148

Game nights & weekends, people leaving pubs and restaurants in center and getting in cars to drive home.
Should be some random sobriety checkpoints.

4/17/2014 1:43 PM

149

Why do 3 or 4 cars need to be there every time a car is pulled over. Also, traffic @ Lewis, Common School when
patrol car is at a wake with lights flashing makes for bad bad traffic.

4/17/2014 1:39 PM

150

On game nights or weekends people leaving the pubs and restaurants in center of town and getting in their cars
to drive home. there should be random sobriety checkpoints.

4/16/2014 1:41 PM

151

Shame on Walpole - such a disgrace, our police station! We need to honor our public safety men & women.
Would like to catch people that toss nips and beer cans on Summer St property.

4/14/2014 2:18 PM

152

Issues are well-handled and many "problems" are better than the average.

4/14/2014 2:15 PM

153

Main problem - Police need a new Police Station!

4/14/2014 2:13 PM

154

Use of gangs.

4/14/2014 2:11 PM

155

Texting while driving. Too much cell phone use.

4/14/2014 2:08 PM

156

Lack of sidewalks and impassable sidewalks are an issue. Speeding on Rt 1 is also an issue.

4/14/2014 2:03 PM

157

Town is being run reasonably well and cannot suggest any particular problems.

4/14/2014 2:01 PM

158

Trash after games and concerts on Shufelt Rd

4/14/2014 1:59 PM

159

Problems @ the Preserve are a great concern. We do not need any more 40B.

4/14/2014 1:52 PM

160

Parking cars & boats on sidewalks all winter. Letting cars go thru streets, even those closed, during stadium
events.

4/14/2014 1:46 PM

161

There should be more surveillance on Common St (South Street to Clark Ave), especially on hill.

4/14/2014 1:42 PM

162

No significant problems. Feel safe, as Walpole Police are often patrolling streets and feel like it's a good
neighborhood for most part.

4/14/2014 1:29 PM

163

No additional problems

4/14/2014 1:26 PM

164

Trespassing - had teenage kids on my 3-yr old daughter's swingset. They tipped over her playhouse. Also had
lawn xmas ornaments stolen and driveway lights smashed, all on separate occasions.

4/14/2014 1:24 PM

165

Bad hours, or not enough hours, for new families w/babies that need car seat installed. Other towns have better
programs and fixed days & times each week.

4/14/2014 1:15 PM

166

Walpole PD is the best

4/14/2014 12:37 PM

167

Regarding #21, I would love to see a cruiser on my street between 7-9 a.m. and 4-7 p.m. - cars use Hemlock
Street as a cut thru and drive much too fast! 50-60mph easily! Neighbors have also commented on this.

4/11/2014 1:51 PM

168

Lack of pedestrian traffic. Harassment of teenagers. Overzealous police. Police telemarketing. Police speeding
on streets. Too many liquor licenses downtown.

4/11/2014 1:48 PM
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169

Need for traffic light corner of Polley Lane and Washington Street. Also High Plain Street (Rte. 27) and East
Street.

4/11/2014 1:45 PM

170

Fix the downtown traffic lights/sequence. It stinks. And traffic is always backed up in the morning.

4/11/2014 1:42 PM

171

Condition of police station. Seeing station in such deplorable condition shows sign of disrespect for our police
force.

4/11/2014 1:40 PM

172

Believe Walpole has a significant drug problem. My concern is availability of marijuana.

4/11/2014 1:37 PM

173

We have lived in Walpole for 5 years and I am continuously impressed by the significant presence of police
vehicles around town. Just knowing you're always around and able to respond so quickly makes it comforting to
call Walpole home. Thank you for your service!

4/11/2014 1:34 PM

174

Unleashed dogs at Adam's Farm and other sites.

4/11/2014 1:31 PM

175

Police cruisers are driven too fast in residential areas.

4/11/2014 1:29 PM

176

Snow Plow contractors. They plow my street continually even though the street is bare. I assume we are being
charged.

4/11/2014 1:26 PM

177

Underage drinking is pervasive in Walpole in wooded areas. Also the sidewalks are a mess. The streets are not
great, but the sidewalks need attention to keep people safe.

4/11/2014 1:18 PM

178

You need a comments section. I have contacted the police department for various reason have to say I have
been very happy with how I was treated. Nice, respectful, etc. officers. Nice job.

4/11/2014 1:15 PM

179

I think the Walpole Police Department are doing an outstanding job! Keep it up!

4/11/2014 1:14 PM

180

I would like to see a sidewalk put in on Spring Street. I commute by train and walk to the station. Drivers speed
along that street and it can be dangerous walking.

4/11/2014 1:05 PM

181

Lack of political representation at state house, (i.e.: we always vote Republican). This may reduce funding from
state. We live over the hill from the prison. We hear/see fire, ambulance and police going over there at a constant
rate. I will say, the issue of stadium security isn't a problem for us (living in S. Walpole) You guys have it under
control.

4/11/2014 1:02 PM

182

Solicitors going door to door trying to sell things we do not want or ask for. Religious people giving out pamphlets
not wanted.

4/11/2014 12:58 PM

183

Travel restrictions during stadium events.

4/11/2014 12:55 PM

184

Just speeding cars down Spring Street, etc.

4/11/2014 12:53 PM

185

Walmart - running equipment after 12 a.m. Street and sidewalks not repaired in 30 years. Orchard Drive, East
Walpole

4/11/2014 12:29 PM

186

I called 3 times to request help for a car seat installation and never received a phone call back.

4/11/2014 12:27 PM

187

They should reconsider lifting the concealed weapon/firearm restriction.

4/11/2014 12:24 PM

188

Distracted driving - significant.

4/11/2014 12:21 PM

189

There appears to be an uptick in speeding cars and trash thrown out car windows.

4/11/2014 12:19 PM

190

People (drivers, walkers) throwing trash on roads and property. I see this frequently on my property as it is close
to the Walpole Mall.

4/11/2014 12:17 PM

191

Cyberfullying, harassment

4/11/2014 12:14 PM

192

I think we need more traffic lights. We need a light at Bullard Street and Main Street.

4/11/2014 12:00 PM

193

I live on Main Street. People throw trash on my property while driving or walking by.

4/11/2014 11:59 AM

194

There are cars that speed down my street. It's very dangerous and I wish there were more signs that say "slow
down children". I live on Pleasant Street.

4/11/2014 11:56 AM

195

So far, we love Walpole - looking forward to the 3rd of July parade and fireworks!

4/11/2014 11:53 AM

196

This is a great town with a great police department.

4/11/2014 11:51 AM

197

None I can think of at this time.

4/11/2014 11:47 AM
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198

Slow police cars down. Stop police from shopping while being paid by town. (CVS, Tire Specialist (Chief
Stillman). Officers need to be polite to tax payers and non payers. Enforce OUI in the police department. Friday
night drinking (Raven's Nest)

4/11/2014 11:32 AM

199

Very concerned about safety at schools. Also concerned about unsupervised children in town on 1/2 days.

4/10/2014 1:09 PM

200

When police are going to a call, they have their lights on but not sirens. Please use your sirens so we hear you.

4/10/2014 1:06 PM

201

Lived in Walpole all my life. I remember when there was always a police officer visible downtown and you could
stop & talk to him. I seldom see on walking that beat.

4/10/2014 1:01 PM

202

Cars running stop signs and red lights. Turning on red where signs are posted no turn on red. Cars uptown traffic
make illegal Uturns across double lines. Crossing at 27 and School St needs lights - bad intersection.

4/10/2014 12:57 PM

203

Running lights, esp Big Y & Rt 1. South Walpole near stadium people are rude, not letting you down street when
they're walking, drive over lawns, loud & disrespectful. Cars pull in and out of Boyden & parked by church there.

4/10/2014 12:54 PM

204

Review where repeated accidents occur and install traffic lights where stop signs prove ineffective, i.e.,
Washington St/Short St/Polley Ln

4/10/2014 12:50 PM

205

Great town to live in.

4/10/2014 12:44 PM

206

Mailbox vandalism

4/10/2014 12:42 PM

207

I don't see police presence in neighborhoods. Cars should make a patrol along all streets & neighborhoods every
day, not just when needed, and not just stick to main roads.

4/10/2014 12:36 PM

208

Traffic congestion on Rte 27 from Washington St to Rte 1. This could be alleviated greatly by synchronizing at
least the 3 sets of lights from Old Post Rd to Rte1.

4/10/2014 12:22 PM

209

Drivers running red lights, illegal right, turns on red, texting/cell phone useage.

4/10/2014 12:18 PM

210

Speeding through yellow & red lights and often swerving to avoid rear-ending me. Two areas to monitor: Rte
27/Great Plain, and Rte 1/Coney Street.

4/10/2014 12:15 PM

211

As a fitness walker I have a large problem w/cars running red lights in center, also with cars not stopping for
pedestrians in crosswalk. Need policemen (walking in the center) on duty from 7 - 8:30.

4/10/2014 12:11 PM

212

Need a new police station.

4/10/2014 12:05 PM

213

You need a new police facility.

4/10/2014 12:02 PM

214

I think Walpole Police do a great job.

4/10/2014 11:55 AM

215

Not much cop visibility around the park at night - a lot of drug activity in the area. We see a lot of what we
assume is buying drugs - cars stopping by and leaving with kids (young adults) and getting dropped back 2
minutes later.

4/10/2014 11:52 AM

216

Very concerned with drug problem (heroin). I have middle school children, very worried.

4/10/2014 11:48 AM

217

Beautification at public areas.

4/9/2014 2:15 PM

218

When Jim Merian was town administrator, he had street lights taken down to save money, and left Smith Ave. in
the dark. Other streets also.

4/9/2014 1:57 PM

219

Dangerous intersection at High Plain and East Street - traffic lights are needed.

4/9/2014 1:50 PM

220

Rte. 1A is a single lane highway North and south between Gill Street and East Street. Too many times I have had
close calls exiting side street when a driver stops to let me go and some moron flies by them on the right half way
off the road.

4/9/2014 1:48 PM

221

I believe that Rte. 1 is an issue with speeding and accidents, but that the police are doing a great job trying to
catch the people doing it.

4/9/2014 1:44 PM

222

Disregard for traffic rules - not stopping at Stop Signs, right on red without stopping, speeding on back roads.

4/9/2014 1:33 PM

223

Power lines - poles too close to streets.

4/9/2014 1:25 PM

224

Cars trying to access Rte. 1A from side streets.

4/9/2014 1:18 PM

225

No enforcement on handicap parking or placard hanging while driving. No enough enforcement on auto moving
violations - uturns in center, no right on red, coverage of vehicles contents on their way to junkyard or recycling.

4/8/2014 12:05 PM
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226

Parking is not a big problem, but it would help if the two-hour limit on downtown streets was enforced.

4/8/2014 12:02 PM

227

Handicap access to walkways on 1A. Sidewalks are too narrow on 1A. 1A needs to be spruced up.

4/8/2014 11:58 AM

228

Adequate Police Station.

4/8/2014 11:54 AM

229

I would like to see police presence in center of town.

4/7/2014 2:51 PM

230

Cars parking on very few sidewalks we have. Shoplifting at Wal-mart using too many police resources. No one
stops for pedestrians in crosswalks (Washington St). Drunk Drivers littering Baker St with beer cans every
weekend.

4/7/2014 2:48 PM

231

Rte 1A there are sidewalks on only one side, but no pedestrian crossing (near 1A & Norfolk St). Existing
sidewalks are overgrown & in disrepair.

4/7/2014 2:45 PM

232

Cars that follow you too close. And failure to stop at a stop sign.

4/7/2014 2:29 PM

233

Walpole has all the problems that afflice our society today. Most are covered above.

4/7/2014 2:27 PM

234

There are a lot of large 18-wheel trucks & dump trucks using residential side streets of West Walpole as short
cuts. I would like to see a posted weight limit.

4/7/2014 2:24 PM

235

Domestic violence

4/7/2014 2:20 PM

236

Downtown parking accessibility.

4/7/2014 2:17 PM

237

Traffic congestion in Walpole Center.

4/7/2014 2:11 PM

238

Recent resident to Walpole - thus far love the town. I have added my residency at Oak Hill Dr w/my daughter,
son--in-law & grandchildren and have a positive experience thus far.

4/7/2014 2:04 PM

239

Speeding. From Rte 1 onto Common St after 1st corner, they step on it hard! Trucks are very loud!

4/7/2014 1:58 PM

240

Insufficient timing at Coney St/Rte 1 intersection for Coney St traffic - 4 seconds only -- should be longer as mall
traffic!

4/7/2014 1:54 PM

241

Street light is desperately needed at junction of Main (1A) and Bullard St/Mylod -- very difficult intersection many problems there.

4/7/2014 1:51 PM

242

Drug possession other than marijuana. Trespassing - police came to my door without a warrant. Most cops do
not consider citizen's constitutional rights.

4/7/2014 1:41 PM

243

The dilapidated Police Station.

4/7/2014 1:38 PM

244

1. Doing business in a non-business zone (i.e., auto repairs) 2. Hunting with guns on NSTAR property.

4/7/2014 1:36 PM

245

Residents parking in streets from Nov 1 to April 1

4/7/2014 1:31 PM

246

Minors drinking and engaging in other illicit activities up on Porker Field during Friday night football games.

4/4/2014 3:34 PM

247

Hunting in Adams Farm.

4/4/2014 3:07 PM

248

Preserve at Rte. 1

4/4/2014 2:53 PM

249

Turner's Pond should be open to the public with no fees or a tag required.

4/4/2014 2:16 PM

250

Walpole is a very safe town in the big picture. While there are aggressive drivers speeding about at times, that, to
me, is the biggest issue. Of course, I am far from Rte. 1.

4/4/2014 2:15 PM

251

I feel that Walpole is a very safe town.

4/4/2014 2:12 PM

252

Coyotes.

4/4/2014 2:10 PM

253

Walpole Police needs a new police/fire building! They deserve it. Compare to Norwood!!

4/4/2014 2:09 PM

254

Failure to patrol area by high school when school gets out. Can not go down/up Mass. Ave. Cars parked both
sides of street, Also Mass Ave. and Prospect St., can not make turn on Prospect Street with cars picking up
students. Enforce no parking on these streets.

4/4/2014 2:08 PM

255

Speed that police do on Washington St - usually heading south is crazy!

4/4/2014 2:06 PM

256

Bikes running stop signs, lights. Riding 2 abreast in vehicle travel lanes on two lane roads - e.g. Winter Street,
Common Street.

4/4/2014 2:04 PM
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257

Favoritism !!

4/4/2014 1:59 PM

258

I live in South Walpole and there is speeding on Summer and Winter Streets - BAD.

4/4/2014 1:59 PM

259

Summer street to Boyden School - concerned about children - no sidewalks from Delapa to Eldor. Speeding
cars/volume- the stretch in front of Dr. Poor-Vet - Bristol Square needs lights.

4/4/2014 1:58 PM

260

When we came to Walpole, there were fewer cars and no sidewalks on my street. Now we have sidewalks and
abutters and commercial vehicles. (I think my taxes went to give them more parking spots. Now, with more cars,
people again have to walk on the streets and people with baby carriages have to walk on the street around the
vehicles. I walk on their lawns and I have asked the police before and see no results.

4/4/2014 1:56 PM

261

The train that comes at 4 a.m. is loud and heavy. It shakes the house plus wakes me up. I called and told them to
put up a sound fence and they told me to do it. If I had the money, I would.

4/4/2014 1:55 PM

262

Distracted drivers - wondering across double yellow lines and headed for curbs. I am afraid to walk on Main St.
From my home even when walking with traffic coming towards me because of the above.

4/4/2014 1:50 PM

263

Speed enforcement on High Street during commuting hours. Heavy, oversized construction equipment on High
Street.

4/4/2014 1:48 PM

264

Upon being notified of automatic weapon fire from Westwood Gun Club range which is situated in Walpole, duty
officer denied said club's range was in town boundary. Facts are facts and the enforcers of our gun laws should
know all of the ranges in their territory.

4/4/2014 1:46 PM

265

Un-shoveled sidewalks.

4/4/2014 1:46 PM

266

The intersection of Rte 1A and Bullard St has been the scene of numerous serious auto accidents. There should
be a working traffic light at that location.

4/4/2014 1:43 PM

267

I regularly witness drivers running red lights at the intersection of Rte. 27 and Rte. 1A. I would like to see action
taken by police to fine these drivers.

4/4/2014 1:41 PM

268

Poor job managing traffic flow around construction roadwork.

4/4/2014 1:41 PM

269

Though it may seem insignificant to some, the littering in Walpole is as bas as inner city and is a very bad
reflection on our town. During traffic or when police direct it, it is nearly impossible to tell whether they're telling
driver to stop or come.

4/4/2014 1:38 PM

270

Lines on roads do not get repainted often enough. Fixing potholes quickly.

4/4/2014 1:35 PM

271

TEXTING WHILE DRIVING!!!! On our home street of Winter Street, we have had multiple instances of oncoming
drivers swerving into our lane while texting thus jeopardizing the lives of our family of 5. This is a very serious
problem, not only in our community but on all the roads of our state and country !

4/4/2014 1:30 PM

272

Traffic at !a & Rte 27 - needed dedicated left turns at intersections - delayed signals. Better traffic flow through
Walpole Center at peak hours.

4/4/2014 1:29 PM

273

Speeding and stop sign violations through our neighborhood on Endean Drive between Hildene and Mylod. Very
dangerous for our children. This is a cut through between Washington and Mylod. We need traffic calming
measures please. Thank you for the survey.

4/4/2014 1:27 PM

274

Cars pulling into the other lane with a car coming when there is someone in their lane. I was taught to stop, the
other car has the right of way.

4/4/2014 1:23 PM

275

Traffic enforcement in downtown business district. Lane use and right turn on red violations. Failure to stop at
stop signs, town wide problem.

4/4/2014 1:22 PM

276

Lack of cameras in areas where littering, especially of beer cans and alcohol bottles is reported.

4/4/2014 1:19 PM

277

Cruisers drive to fast to scene. Need to follow rules like others.

4/4/2014 1:16 PM

278

Pedestrian safety is becoming a serious issue on North St., near Sunnyrock Farm area. With the new
development this is sure to get worse, especially with an influx of children bound to be moving into the ara.
Sidewalks are much needed. Cars travel at super speeds here. Also police should take a walk in this area to
survey the great numbers of discarded liquor bottles/cans. Scary to think how many intoxicated people are driving
by.

4/4/2014 1:14 PM
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279

Not enough enforcement of traffic patterns during stadium events. (Signs are put out, but seems no enforcement
involved.) Illegal parking of cars, boats, basketball hoops, etc., on sidewalks. Running stop signs, turning right on
red when signs posted against, speeding through residential areas, huge trucks through residential areas on
town roads. Days/nights of stadium events noise level often excessive and due to traffic of event become a
captive in my home because of excessive traffic in South Walpole and on Rtes. 1 and 1A and Washington Street.
Educate the school crossing guards so they do not hold up all the Rte. 1A, Washington Street, High Plain Street
to empty out a school or stop all traffic to let one kid only to cross.

4/4/2014 1:02 PM

280

I believe town for town, Walpole is 2nd to none in complete police work from what I've seen and experienced in
my 50 years here.

4/4/2014 12:48 PM

281

Not enough working street lights all over - especially back roads.

4/4/2014 12:43 PM

282

High taxes and no help for reduction to seniors. I do not think Walpole cares for seniors.

4/4/2014 12:41 PM

283

I am very concerned about all illegal activities in my town. (larceny, drug and alcohol abuse, etc.) But I do not
know to what extent these things exist here.

4/4/2014 12:36 PM

284

Failure to properly mark road work hazards with fluorescent paint.

4/4/2014 12:33 PM

285

Cars not stopping at stop signs in our neighborhood.

4/4/2014 12:30 PM

286

Handicapped accessibility and parking.

4/4/2014 12:24 PM

287

I am a fairly new resident in Walpole, very happy to be here. As a whole, I believe it is a very safe town.

4/4/2014 12:17 PM

288

Better scrutiny of door to door sales/religious. Maybe set hours during the day light - Verizon rings bells @ 8 last
month.

4/4/2014 12:16 PM

289

People should not be allowed to park on the street at the train station and the crosswalk should be better lit.

4/4/2014 12:13 PM

290

No lately, but just because I live in town center, I've gone without electricity, air conditioning, refrigerator, TV, lost
plenty of sleep in hot attic apt. and lost tons of food from fridge when all that work was being done. Notified once
out of 6 times with all night truck and motor and equipment noise. It's not just the stores here. They worked all
night and we had to have our windows open. People no longer follow any of the bike rules. It's like classes need
to be given and people arrested before there's someone killed. It's everywhere. Walpole, Norwood, Dedham.

4/4/2014 12:12 PM

291

Police cars responding to a call drive way too fast, specifically I've seen it on Stone Street. Also , fireworks being
set off by homeowners.

4/4/2014 12:10 PM

292

I live on North Street and traffic, particularly the heavy equipment traveling to the North Walpole development is
so excessive and noisy, also turning onto Bowker St.

4/4/2014 12:07 PM

293

Traffic on 1A and Rte. 27. Schools need to be renovated.

4/4/2014 12:06 PM

294

Cumberland Farms Parking - No parking signs should be placed in certain areas. cars and trucks park right
beside people filling up for gas. This is not a good scene for cars coming in or exiting the parking lot. More than
once my exit or entrance was blocked by an inconsiderate driver.

4/4/2014 12:04 PM

295

I have called WPD dispatcher 3+ times regarding the illegal parking in front of St. Mary's church (during Saturday
4p.m. mass) and on Sundays. Cars are illegally parked along Washington Street in front of church (Yellow curb).
This is a safety hazard if you try to take a left from Rhoades to Washington as visibility is restricted. Your
dispatcher ridiculed me. I ask you either enforce the law or take the "No Parking" signs down. I'm not anti-church.
I belong to St. Mary's Parish!

4/4/2014 12:01 PM

296

Getting your 2nd amendment rights!

4/4/2014 12:00 PM

297

Out of control, dishonest police? How many police officers have left when they should be been fired or fired?
They all need to slow down, treat us with respect and start to live within the law.

4/4/2014 11:47 AM

298

Many calls made about teenage parties at neighbor's house. Beer cans and hypodermic needles found on my
property brought to police but nothing done. Constantly see drug deals as their house.

4/4/2014 11:42 AM

299

Sidewalk condition on Common Street.

4/4/2014 11:38 AM

300

overnight on street parking is a concern. cars block the road so plows can't do their job. cars should be ticketed
and towed.

4/4/2014 11:35 AM

301

The Town repaved Plimpton St in 2013 and speed has increased. Several accidents have occurred since. Town
should consider new signage/speeding enforcement on Plimpton St

4/3/2014 1:14 PM
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302

I've seen cars drive past school busses with flashing red lights while picking up children for school -- twice on
Common St.

4/3/2014 1:11 PM

303

Need traffic light at corner of Mylod and 1A. Dangerous intersection.

4/3/2014 1:08 PM

304

We suffer the pains of Gillette, but because Foxboro outside edge is home to Gillette they gain all the advantages
& financial gains. Also, we need a new Police Station.

4/3/2014 12:52 PM

305

Pedestrians running on the street in dark clothes where there is limited lighting.

4/3/2014 12:43 PM

306

Traffic going through Walpole center can be very bad at times. I work in Walpole and I notice a lot of cars
jumping through red lights.

4/3/2014 12:39 PM

307

Above answers were given per personal experience. Actual problems in Walpole in general may be different.

4/3/2014 12:31 PM

308

Multiple thefts @ the high school (locker rooms) not addressed.

4/3/2014 12:27 PM

309

Loud motorcycles should be impounded until repaired/modified to comply with noise pollution laws.

4/3/2014 12:25 PM

310

Unable to comment, just moved here 15 months ago and we really like it here.

4/3/2014 12:21 PM

311

They have done a fantastic job. We are lucky to have them!

4/3/2014 12:17 PM

312

Traffic at Elm Street school at opening & closing of school. Need more sidewalks and bike lanes.

4/3/2014 12:10 PM

313

My main concern would be someone physically attacking me, either in my home or elsewhere, or my husband,
or anyone else.

4/3/2014 11:59 AM

314

Texting/talking on cell phones while driving, especially high school kids

4/3/2014 11:56 AM

315

More street lights along Common St, between Washington & Rte 1. Slow down tractor trailers on Common St
which would also reduce the noise.

4/3/2014 11:37 AM

316

I had a young, dark-haired officer be incredibly rude to me - I had entered a work area on Plimpton St (no sign,
the sign was on adjacent st). This man was so full of rage I though he was going to punch me - Scary!

4/3/2014 11:30 AM

317

Roads without sidewalks or bicycle lanes.

4/3/2014 11:25 AM

318

Sidewalks - South St (Pine St end) no sidewalks, bad lighting, no one stops @ 4-way stop, and speeding on our
street.

4/3/2014 11:20 AM

319

Dismissal time at OPR School - total chaos. Cars block Emerson Rd, park on both sides making it unsafe for
pedestrians & cars, cars double parked while mothers talk, kids run out behind cars to cross street.

4/3/2014 11:14 AM

320

Running Stop signs, Failure to yield, Texting Drivers.

4/3/2014 11:09 AM

321

Motor vehicle violations (Stop signs, red lights, right turn restrictions, dilapidated homes, buildings.

4/3/2014 11:06 AM

322

People ignoring Stop signs & red lights. People riding ATVs, race carts, dirt bikes, on the street at a fast speed.

4/3/2014 11:03 AM

323

Inadequacies @ intersections i.e. East & Main needs arrows. East & High Plain needs lights or at least the sign
replaced to use directional. Wash & North need 3 way stop signs. Rte 1 and Coney need arrow.

4/2/2014 4:13 PM

324

Drivers using Hansen Ave, Maple St. and School St. as a high-speed cut through to avoid the traffic light at East
and Main Streets.

4/2/2014 3:59 PM

325

I would support a mandate/law to provide two officers in every police car for safety of our police officers.

4/2/2014 3:44 PM

326

Cops running red lights in center of town.

4/2/2014 3:40 PM

327

Drugs in smaller apt. buildings. Houses falling apart.

4/2/2014 3:29 PM

328

High schoolers speeding down Carpenter Rd. esp. in am

4/2/2014 2:57 PM

329

I have had 2 personal experiences with the Walpole Police. One positive, one negative. police attitude. I really
don't have experience with police department.

4/2/2014 2:14 PM

330

Parking during school release is unsafe for pedestrians, illegal u-turns in the middle of the street (Gould Street).
This would be Fisher school.

4/2/2014 2:10 PM

331

Vehicles travelling from Ganawatte Preserve Apts. onto Pine Street do not stop at stop sign. Vehicles traveling on
NB side of Rte. 1 who make right onto Pine Street do not stop at stop sign.

4/2/2014 1:54 PM
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332

Too many cars are running red lights, not stopping at stop signs, people are texting and driving. Basically multiple
traffic violations.

4/2/2014 1:51 PM

333

Would appreciate "speed monitoring" North Street from Gould to 1A. Also Rte. 27 where Robbins joins, very hard
to enter 27 when cars from right are coming over hill and speeding. Also intersection of Gould and 1A, cars
speeding. Honestly, I never see speed traps.

4/2/2014 1:42 PM

334

None. Walpole Police do a very good job. I live at the Preserve apartments. I know how hard they work.

4/2/2014 1:39 PM

335

Should closely monitor illegal parking in neighborhoods during Pat's games (i.e. around South Street, Harold,
Maude, Irving)

4/2/2014 1:32 PM

336

Traffic light at East & Main Street. Green arrow to travel south on Main Street. Time for lights are too short.

4/2/2014 1:27 PM

337

You already list drug, but the town needs to be educated about prescription drug abuse leading to opiate abuse.

4/2/2014 1:24 PM

338

Noisy house parties late at night. Make more arrests of teenagers involved with drugs and drinking. During Fisher
school dismissals, parents park their cars so one whole lane is blocked almost to the house at 135 Gould Street.

4/2/2014 1:21 PM

339

Had theft in my home. Wedding ring, $15,000 value. Provided names of people who were in home at time.
Nothing was done. No detective response. Very disappointing!

4/2/2014 1:18 PM

340

Related to #21: I think Walpole Police Department does a great job. I do think the speed of cruisers on Common
Street is excessive and dangerous at times when responding to calls. Please take care.

4/2/2014 1:15 PM

341

I think that the above problems sums it up.

4/2/2014 1:02 PM

342

Walkers, joggers on street instead of sidewalk.

4/2/2014 1:00 PM

343

Overly aggressive traffic enforcement, particularly at night. Most seem to be for minor issues (tail lights out)

4/2/2014 12:55 PM

344

Can't find fault with the department as a whole. Since I have lived in this town, I find the police excellent to my
needs.

4/2/2014 12:52 PM

345

Enforcing the "no access to Rte. 1" during Pats games. Being a person who walks for "therapy" speeders on
Washington Street (The Rte. 1 alternative)

4/2/2014 12:47 PM

346

Traffic on Rte. 1A with difficulty making turns on/off Rte. 1A from Norfolk Street, North Street, Fisher Street, etc.

4/2/2014 12:43 PM

347

Both my house and car have been burglarized. My house many years ago. I don't feel it is a concern. My car has
been both burglarized and vandalized at the Walpole train station. I do feel it's a concern.

4/2/2014 12:28 PM

348

I'm completely satisfied.

4/2/2014 12:26 PM

349

Dog walkers not picking up after their dogs.

4/2/2014 12:24 PM

350

No crosswalk and/or light at corner of Gould & Main. There are no curbs increasing danger for walkers and
crossing guards.

4/1/2014 2:31 PM

351

High school traffic. We live on Carpenter Road and the cut through and speeding at Bonnie is an issue. There will
be a serious accident there eventually. It is never maintained by police presence. Same with kids crossing at
high school and speeding. A pedestrian will get hit there someday if there is not a constant daily police presence.

3/31/2014 4:28 PM

352

We seem to see "violations" on the road everyday and always under where the cops are at. Even our child says
kids go off to the bathroom and come back to class high. More of a presence in the community.

3/31/2014 4:16 PM

353

Cars not obey speed limit and stop signs.

3/31/2014 4:01 PM

354

Improve lighting at the crosswalk in front of 204 Restaurant.

3/31/2014 3:54 PM

355

There is an inadequate notice of street closures during events. I live on Stone Street and have complained but no
response.

3/31/2014 3:52 PM

356

SPEEDING

3/31/2014 3:44 PM

357

Listing seem very inclusive of real and potential problems for Walpole.

3/31/2014 1:29 PM

358

People running red lights, stop signs, & illegally turn left cutting off straight through traffic.

3/31/2014 1:26 PM

359

I find the police force are courteous and helpful when you need them. I give them a big thumbs up for a difficult
profession!

3/31/2014 1:18 PM
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360

Near Fish & Game Club we rarely see on-duty police units. Occasionally we have issues like overnight camping,
public drinking, fireworks & littering. I called Police 3 times in last 6 years, and dispatcher was less than helpful.

3/31/2014 1:15 PM

361

Courtesy by Police and drivers. More one-on-one interaction NOT on auto stops.

3/31/2014 1:01 PM

362

There is a big difference between a few drinks in several hours & intoxicated to point of impairment. I do not
believe in breath test based on such a low # - we all know what drunk looks like. I have stopped drunks, taken
their keys, and drove them home.

3/31/2014 12:53 PM

363

Significant problem w/drivers ignoring stop signs, passing on right of left-turning cars, and speeding.

3/31/2014 12:46 PM

364

Cost of living

3/31/2014 12:42 PM

365

Driving behavior (failing to stop, turning on red, discourteous driving) Excess police lights & vehicles around
minor events.

3/31/2014 12:36 PM

366

Walpole is pretty safe community. Items listed as "concerns" are simply most important to us. I'm not aware they
are issues yet or have been in the past.

3/31/2014 12:28 PM

367

No left turn signals in downtown Walpole.

3/31/2014 12:21 PM

368

Dirt bikes near power lines off of 1A - very noisy.

3/31/2014 12:19 PM

369

Many times I have reported speeding cars on my street and vey little has been done.

3/30/2014 3:04 PM

370

Would like to see combined recycle bin collection.

3/30/2014 3:02 PM

371

During the Christmas time, there is not enough decoration and trees lighting in the Walpole area. Only one big
tree and that's not enough.

3/30/2014 2:58 PM

372

A missing traffic light at North & Main Street intersection.

3/30/2014 2:52 PM

373

The LTC renewal process needs to be revamped. Forty days is forty days. This process has been an issue for
over ten years.

3/30/2014 2:44 PM

374

Crazy parents at sporting events!

3/30/2014 2:39 PM

375

People running the light at Rte 27 and Old Post Road especially during school mornings and afternoons even
while there is a crossing guard present.

3/30/2014 2:36 PM

376

The traffic lights in the center of town (Main St.) could be better times during rush hour (a.m. & p.m.) to allow for
better traffic flow; improved entrance and exit from Rocky's Ace Plaza (Main St) and North Street as well as
Norfolk & Main St.- again during rush hour (a.m. & p.m.)

3/30/2014 2:25 PM

377

The lights @ 27 and Old Post Road continually has drivers going through red lights. This is a concern because
my children walk and ride bikes to school. Not enough being done here.

3/30/2014 2:22 PM

378

Merging Fisher Street traffic with Main St. At times impossible to merge without being aggressive. Intersection
should be traffic light controlled. Fisher St. speed limit should be dropped to 35 MPH and enforced rigorously.

3/30/2014 2:19 PM

379

Concern over inattention/ineffectiveness during traffic details.

3/30/2014 2:12 PM

380

Speeding on Bullard St.

3/30/2014 2:10 PM

381

Would love to see more crosswalks similar to those near schools.

3/30/2014 2:03 PM

382

Too many bars and nail salons.

3/30/2014 2:01 PM

383

Biggest problem I believe is influx of drugs into this community. Difficult to address because it has a wide
variation of causes.

3/30/2014 1:57 PM

384

You covered it! :)

3/29/2014 2:51 PM

385

Dead beat landlords that allow their properties to et run down to the point that it appears to be a safety concern
for the neighborhood.

3/29/2014 2:42 PM

386

Walpole center has unsynchronized traffic signalization. It can take significant time to travel through the three
lights on Main St/Rt 1A. Have a traffic engineer monitor the timing.

3/29/2014 2:36 PM

387

charging resident (victims) $3 to get a copy of a police report.

3/29/2014 2:32 PM
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388

There needs to be more safety for the high school students. Cars fly up and down the road outside the school and
seldom stop to let students cross in crosswalk. Please don't wait for a tragedy to happen! Install bumps, trips,
orange cones, more safety/school signs and speed trailers.

3/29/2014 2:29 PM

389

Possibly political. Keep out town pretty much as it is. I have lived in Walpole for some 50. I have liked it all the
time.

3/29/2014 2:14 PM

390

This is a very useful questionnaire. Keep up the good work and let us know the general results.

3/29/2014 2:04 PM

391

Appropriate punishment of minors. More community service should be dispensed to misbehaving minors, i.e..
litter pickup, other areas needing town attention but no budget.

3/29/2014 2:01 PM

392

Contamination of soil from industries on Route 1A. Monitoring companies there would help with illegal dumping.
More often "check ups" in those would be great.

3/29/2014 1:56 PM

393

Vehicle moving violations. I rarely see police cruisers giving citations to violators. In my travel, however, observe
many, many violations.

3/29/2014 1:54 PM

394

Too many police officers at road work sites, i.e.. there could easily be 2 yet 3 are there.

3/29/2014 1:51 PM

395

We enjoy living in Walpole and find the town to be a family friendly place.

3/29/2014 1:49 PM

396

Too many door to door sales & other visits. We don't won't Verizon & Comcast knocking on our door or other
religious groups. Comcast was phony and we believed they were scoping the house and neighborhood.

3/29/2014 1:44 PM

397

I'm not concerned, I think the Walpole Police Dept. does a fine job.

3/29/2014 1:36 PM

398

Lack of street lights at very busy and difficult intersections.

3/29/2014 1:33 PM

399

When neighbors allow their dog to run wild throughout neighborhood (no leash) while others obey leash law.

3/29/2014 1:31 PM

400

Drivers texting. I am on the road most of the day and I see it all the time!!! You could stand at the mall intersection
and fine people all day.

3/29/2014 1:29 PM

401

Similar problems to other suburban communities. We must be vigilant about what our young children are
exposed to and educate them to make good choices in life avoiding drugs, alcohol, smoking, dangerous vehicle
usage, violence, etc.

3/28/2014 2:00 PM

402

Cars constantly driving through stop signs at the 4 way intersection at Summer Street and Neponset Street. Stop
sign at Summer Street coming off Washington Street can not be seen.

3/28/2014 1:39 PM

403

Very concerned about cars/trucks going through red lights at intersection of Main Street and Rte. 27 as well as
Main/Common Street. No visibility of police presence at all yet you see patrol cars waiting for potential violators
on Washington near DPW and in parking lot at Johnson Middle school.

3/28/2014 1:37 PM

404

Inadequate signage on secondary roads. School traffic speeding on.

3/28/2014 1:34 PM

405

We would like to see more compassion and more involvement and overall better social skills when you're dealing
with the elderly or the impaired! The police department has no idea what a family goes through when having a
disabled parent or such so show a little compassion. It is your job to help the public!

3/28/2014 1:31 PM

406

Missing or inadequate lane layout signs for traffic at intersections. Poorly designed crosswalks, especially all the
diagonal ones. Poorly marked street parking spaces and no parking spots, e.g. at main post office.

3/28/2014 1:28 PM

407

I feel that Walpole residents should be able to access Walpole roads for stadium events. We should not have a to
follow the traffic flow.

3/28/2014 1:22 PM

408

Work towards more consistent LTC issuance. If applicants meet state/federal guidelines for prohibited persons,
then they should be issued an LTC with no carry restrictions applied.

3/28/2014 1:20 PM

409

None, very satisfied with Walpole Police.

3/28/2014 1:17 PM

410

Motorcycles without mufflers. Noisy dirt bikes. Unplowed sidewalks.

3/28/2014 1:15 PM

411

Blinding blue lights on police cars! Way too overkill and makes a dangerous situation to pass a car that is simply
pulled over.

3/28/2014 1:11 PM

412

Adequate maintained crosswalks.

3/28/2014 1:06 PM

413

Late teens need a place to gather. They should be able to meet after dark at HS to hang and catch up without
bothering residents.

3/28/2014 1:01 PM
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414

Traffic pattern through center of town. Entry/Exit at CVS by Supreme should have an island separating the in and
out. Bump is too steep.

3/28/2014 12:56 PM

415

Overall I find it to be a very safe town. I have called twice for non-emergency issues last year and found the
department to be very responsive.

3/28/2014 12:51 PM

416

Enforcement of under 30 mph in residential areas especially Plimpton and Kendall.

3/28/2014 12:47 PM

417

Distracted driving. I am a bicyclist and distracted drivers are a definite increased danger.

3/28/2014 12:44 PM

418

Parking and sidewalks.

3/28/2014 12:42 PM

419

Speeding, especially cut through routes to avoid traffic lights, etc. Extremely dangerous to pedestrians and of
course children. I see same cars, same trucks speeding day after day.

3/28/2014 12:40 PM

420

Parking on street in winter up on Highland Street. All the time during night no tickets issued. Hard to drive by. If
this was Norwood, it would have loads of tickets. I see all the time.

3/28/2014 12:30 PM

421

My greatest concern is spread of drugs in our community. My wife and I have four children and would like the
WPD to focus on stopping the spread of hard drugs in Walpole and surround towns. Also - continue to oppose
the opening of a medical marijuana store in Walpole. Thank you.

3/28/2014 12:25 PM

422

Stadium is a real problem for Walpole with none of the financial benefits to help town respond.

3/28/2014 12:15 PM

423

I wish there more sidewalks to make walking to the bus stop and around town safer for children and teenagers.

3/28/2014 12:13 PM

424

All the kids walking around town on half days. There needs to be more things for them to do.

3/28/2014 12:10 PM

425

We need a YMCA.

3/28/2014 12:01 PM

426

n/a

3/27/2014 2:33 PM

427

none

3/27/2014 2:29 PM

428

Public peeing in yards during stadium events.

3/27/2014 1:55 PM

429

Traffic lights needed at Bullard St & 1A. Not enough parking at Common St Post Office

3/27/2014 1:53 PM

430

Pedestrians blindly walk into street at train stn. Put different directional signals at Rte 1 near MickMorgans. Traffic
is horrendous in a.m., trying to cross Rte 1 due to the exodus from Sharon.

3/27/2014 1:51 PM

431

Aggressive drivers, tailgating. Drivers not yielding for joggers/walkers where there are no sidewalks

3/27/2014 1:40 PM

432

I do not support cameras in school.

3/21/2014 2:08 PM

433

None, feel very safe even as a female alone at night and leaving door unlocked.

3/21/2014 2:04 PM

434

Need some types of lights, maybe caution lights at the corner of Polley Lane/Short Street. Too many accidents.
Speeding on Washington Street. Cars not stopping for pedestrians.

3/21/2014 2:02 PM

435

I live on Summer Street, and Stadium events are no big deal.

3/21/2014 1:59 PM

436

This town plows sidewalks along Common to School. Thank you. The problem is that the homeowners along
Common Street do not do a follow up shoveling which makes walking to school bus dangerous. The town should
enforce the sidewalk, snow removal laws.. Maybe a warning letter.

3/21/2014 1:55 PM

437

There is a lot of traffic in center of town by the Common from/to direction of Walpole HS. Can you speed up
traffic light to change more frequently between 6 and 9 a.m.

3/21/2014 1:55 PM

438

Running red lights and speeding on Route 1. Heavy trucks speeding through our neighborhood, large homes
exceeding legal number of occupants that create parking issues and attract transient occupants that do not
adhere to family neighborhood standards.

3/21/2014 1:50 PM

439

Texting while driving. Phones should be routinely checked when clear that there is fault in auto accident. When I
was rearended, I called to see if texting was responsible and officer was rude and refused to check

3/21/2014 1:45 PM

440

Inconsiderate/dangerous drivers. Drivers going too fast on narrow streets (North Street, High Street) Traffic
pattern on Common Street during high school start times. Cars coming across Common from all side streets (and
a lot of student drivers). Very nerve wracking!

3/21/2014 1:42 PM
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441

All the issues I have checked are due to stadium events. When are laws in this town going to be enforced about
the parking in South Walpole? At the very least, there should be a cop sitting on Waters enforcing the law. Not
sitting in a car on Washington Street doing nothing.

3/21/2014 1:38 PM

442

Unregistered/uninsured drivers. Domestic violence. Sex offenders living in community We need a new Police
Station

3/21/2014 1:38 PM

443

In the Moosehill Road neighborhood adjacent to Walmart, most of us are quite concerned about an uptick in
trespassing/break-ins from shoplifters and others associated with Walmart clientele. This is tolerable now and
police, both Walpole and Mass State Police are responsive, however, if proposed 40B is built, we anticipate
many checkmarks above will move to significant.

3/21/2014 1:34 PM

444

Construction starting very early in the morning

3/21/2014 1:34 PM

445

Set up speed trap on Grant Ave., between 6:45 - 8 a.m. and 3:45 - 6 p.m. There 8 children under the age of 8.

3/21/2014 1:26 PM

446

Stadium noise from concerts.

3/21/2014 1:22 PM

447

Inadequate/unsafe traffic intersection lights. (East and School, East and High Plain, Washington and Short)

3/21/2014 1:19 PM

448

Absence of cross-walking on Fisher Street. Sometimes takes literally 5 minutes of waiting to cross the road
waiting for unyielding cars to pedestrians.

3/21/2014 1:15 PM

449

Teenagers other than sports enthusiasts have very little community activity.

3/21/2014 1:12 PM

450

We have a great downtown. Make it easier, safer to walk around and enjoy.

3/21/2014 1:04 PM

451

Sale of town property, i.e. library.

3/21/2014 12:59 PM

452

Drug addiction in youth population. Crosswalk at Main and ? (by Red Cherry). Cars do not stop!

3/21/2014 12:56 PM

453

My son graduated WHS in 2001 - underage drinking and drugs were a HUGE problem in the late 90's and early
2000's (Hoping the problem has been addressed in last 10-15 years?)

3/21/2014 12:49 PM

454

Police presence around town - whether walking, in cars, interacting within the community, e.g., go to town
baseball games, scoutings, parks, schools, etc.

3/21/2014 12:40 PM

455

I'm concerned about the number of accidents on 1A from Norfolk Street to Winter Street. Living off Huntington
Ave., my family members have been hit in front of Cumberlands and at the end of Huntington Ave from high rates
of speed. It's a nightmare! Thank you all for your great service!

3/21/2014 12:38 PM

456

Red light violations (Rte 27 and Washington Street) one of many.

3/21/2014 12:33 PM

457

I want to emphasize the poor street lighting and poor sidewalk conditions. I am a runner and find it very difficult to
run after dark. Often I run in Norwood at night because their lighting and sidewalks are much better !

3/21/2014 12:27 PM

458

Traffic on East Street/High Plain Street: dangerous intersections at school and High Plain fork.

3/21/2014 12:14 PM

459

Cars not stopping for buses.

3/21/2014 12:11 PM

460

Driving/speeding down Washington Street between Route 27 and Common Street. Significant issue.

3/21/2014 12:08 PM

461

A few overzealous officers.

3/19/2014 3:35 PM

462

Lack of professionalism from officers. Guilty before investigation. Too aggressive in ticketing.

3/19/2014 3:29 PM

463

Running red lights. Should have cameras at some intersections.

3/19/2014 3:24 PM

464

1. More lighting @ train station crosswalk West St. 2. West St. @ Plain St.- drivers not stopping @ school bus
drop off.

3/19/2014 3:19 PM

465

cellphone use

3/19/2014 3:03 PM

466

I've lived here all my life + feel pretty safe @ my home, but I have concerns when I see ambulance + police flying
out of control thru Walpole Center.

3/19/2014 2:55 PM

467

All or any Walpole residents that don't pull over for emergency vehicles should be ticketed. Unbelievable in this
town. All I ever hear are the horns for people to "pull over"!

3/19/2014 2:36 PM

468

Not aware of any.

3/19/2014 2:28 PM

469

Sidewalks keep getting worse so people are choosing to walk, jog, run in street including children.

3/19/2014 2:22 PM
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470

My home is next to south Walpole town land and the 2 huge water towers - never a problem since we completed
our house in 1965!! The town land runs to Route 1 and stadium..

3/19/2014 2:11 PM

471

The town should use Boyden School and South Pool lots for stadium parking to make money, rather than having
officers keep people away.

3/19/2014 2:09 PM

472

Speeding on side streets used for cut through cars can take main roads. Cars not stopping for buses or
pedestrians in sidewalks.

3/19/2014 2:07 PM

473

Walpole officers' use of cell phones on the job.

3/19/2014 2:05 PM

474

Illegal parking in Winter. Parking on street and sidewalk. Main concern East Street and Hemlock.

3/19/2014 2:03 PM

475

Students leaving and entering HS in morning and afternoons.

3/19/2014 2:00 PM

476

Bullying - be sure to have RAD and other programs in place for kids. Suicide prevention, homophobia education,
race relations and multicultural awareness too.

3/19/2014 1:56 PM

477

Not doing enough to prevent traffic accidents at several dangerous intersections in East Walpole! More traffic
violation tickets (speeding, running stop signs) should be issued and more of a police presence should be
displayed. No one speeds on Pleasant Street in Norwood because the Norwood cops are there, very visible on a
daily basis! Drivers know they are there and speeding leading to accidents is not a problem. This should be done
especially on Washington Street.

3/19/2014 1:49 PM

478

When police were called for domestic abuse- my husband talked his way out of being arrested. Several domestic
calls were not taken seriously.

3/19/2014 1:39 PM

479

per ques. 21 speeding cars on Union St.

3/19/2014 1:28 PM

480

Speaking from my neighborhood, the 4-way stop at South & Pine Sts. is typically ignored by motorists. There
have been some close calls, specifically commuters between 6:30-8:30 am.

3/19/2014 1:21 PM

481

As a resident in a senior community - well protected and feel safe at New Pond Village and Walpole in general!
Never had a need to call police but feel sure response would be quick one. Responsive to me personally and our
community. (New Pond Village)

3/19/2014 1:03 PM

482

I have been approached by women at CVS and heard of others being approached at Stop & Shop as well. hey
ask for rides/money and are not nice when you say no.

3/19/2014 12:59 PM

483

Need higher visibility in neighborhoods. Need to check more on one way streets and people disregarding no
left/right turns - e.g. Kendall onto Main.

3/19/2014 12:54 PM

484

Police vehicles are driving too fast through Walpole Center for non emergency situations. This complaint I have
heard from many residents.

3/19/2014 12:50 PM

485

Great community.

3/19/2014 12:46 PM

486

1. Motorcycle noise - Is ordinance enforced? 2. Illegal street parking creates safety hazard. For instance parking
at corner of East and Washington Street during Blessed Sacrament mass. 3. Street parking on East Street for
games at Bird Middle School fields is a serious accident waiting to happen!

3/19/2014 12:44 PM

487

Our street does not have street lights. I don't know why. It is dangerous to walk at dusk or dark. We have no
telephone poles. Maybe this is the reason, but we should still have some sort of lighting.

3/19/2014 12:39 PM

488

Lights at Big Y, Old Post Road - extremely dangerous! Speeding on OPR!!

3/19/2014 12:33 PM

489

Red light violations not enforced on Rte. 27 at Old Post in morning (rush hour). Even with crossing guard present
MV's run right through red lights. "constant"

3/14/2014 1:20 PM

490

Lack of crosswalks on Common Street between high school and Washington Street. Kids crossing for bus stops
have a very difficult time.

3/14/2014 1:15 PM

491

As a 74 year old, I am pretty fit and manage well to shovel my driveway. A problem is when I am out of town and
come home to a huge icy wall across the entrance to my driveway which denies me entry into my driveway. (I am
talking about snowfalls.)

3/14/2014 1:09 PM

492

Fireworks much too late into the night (after 10p.m.)

3/14/2014 12:44 PM

493

My mom was pulled over in the center, her license had expired. She was told my the officer that he could have
her car towed and have her arrested. He did let her go with a warning. Slightly aggressive behavior towards a 75
year old lady on a walker. She was never even told why she was pulled over in the first place.

3/14/2014 12:41 PM
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494

Inconsequential.

3/14/2014 12:36 PM

495

Town of Walpole has an excellent police department.

3/14/2014 12:33 PM

496

Gould Street and 1A needs a traffic light desperately.

3/14/2014 12:30 PM

497

Program to show women how to defend themselves.

3/14/2014 12:28 PM

498

I would like to see more speed enforcement on rural roads. As a Lincoln Road resident there are no speed signs
- yet people go 40 mph regularly in the a.m. and p.m....as you know 2 children were hit by a car on this road. At
least put up a speed trailer to remind motorists.

3/14/2014 12:22 PM

499

The speeding vehicles on Fisher Street is a huge problem. A lot of people who live around the area walk their
dogs along the sidewalk but trying to cross the street to get there is scary. My husband almost got hit by a school
bus speeding down the street!

3/14/2014 12:18 PM

500

Need to slow drivers on rural streets.

3/14/2014 12:14 PM

501

Loitering around convenience stores, always looks like drug deals about to go down. Walpole needs a better
police station.

3/12/2014 3:44 PM

502

Issue with amt. of trucks travelling & speeding on South St. There are no sidewalks & my children have to walk to
bus stop on Wash. St. They have almost been hit numerous times; landscaping trucks speed on South St. it's
dangerous to the comm.

3/12/2014 3:27 PM

503

Running red lights, enter left hand lane too soon.

3/12/2014 3:17 PM

504

Noisy motorcycles.

3/12/2014 3:09 PM

505

Walpole is one of the nicest places I've ever lived. I have the friendliest neighbors I've ever had!

3/12/2014 3:04 PM

506

Timely repair of streets and sidewalks by Walpole DPW and longevity of repairs, substandard work and
materials.

3/12/2014 2:56 PM

507

Time and effort spent at Longview which takes away from other town duties.

3/12/2014 2:46 PM

508

Police station needs to be renovate, high school traffic at end of day tough with students pulling out, buses can't
pull out safely. High school students in town forest drinking and having bon fires. Potential for fires concerning.

3/12/2014 2:36 PM

509

People speeding down South St.

3/12/2014 2:21 PM

510

None. Police Dept. works hard. They need a new police station. The town needs to take care of the men and
women who help and protect the citizens.

3/12/2014 2:09 PM

511

Thank you WPD! I think you do a great job.

3/12/2014 1:57 PM

512

Speeding on Lincoln Road

3/12/2014 1:38 PM

513

Lack of support for public property is a problem.

3/12/2014 1:14 PM

514

Legalizing marijuana is a significant big problem.

3/12/2014 1:09 PM

515

I am so far away from the stadium. I wasn't thinking about that area until question #38. It may be different over
that area.

3/12/2014 1:05 PM

516

None...the police are great here. Been friendly and helpful.

3/12/2014 1:02 PM

517

Presence of police at T station when off-hour travel. Safety of kids on Main Street while waiting for bus. Presence
of police at gym facilities' parking lots.

3/12/2014 12:58 PM

518

A hazard traffic section - High Plain and East Street.

3/12/2014 12:54 PM

519

Car phones.

3/12/2014 12:51 PM

520

This may seem minor, but last summer I noticed quite a few Walpole "tweens" and children texting while riding a
bike. I know there is a lot of texting and driving info directed at teens, but maybe we need to start younger?

3/12/2014 12:49 PM

521

Need traffic light at School Street and Route 27, awful intersection.

3/12/2014 12:46 PM

522

Walpole needs a nicer police station.

3/12/2014 12:35 PM

523

I feel concerned about children, not just in Walpole, but everywhere in the country. I don't feel that Walpole is
unsafe for children.

3/12/2014 12:30 PM
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524

Understaffed ! Needs an updated station to perform effectively.

3/12/2014 12:27 PM

525

The Walpole PD is understaffed for a town population of this size.

3/12/2014 12:24 PM

526

Cars running stop signs and red lights.

3/12/2014 12:13 PM

527

Graduation parties every year are all but overlooked. I think they should be handled in a more strict manner. After
all these kids are underage.

3/12/2014 12:11 PM

528

N/A all o.k.

3/12/2014 12:08 PM

529

No more than any other town. Cops/fire/EMT's are doing an excellent job !!! Not own is perfect.

3/12/2014 12:02 PM

530

Traffic on Route 1A and the inability to turn safely onto Route 1A for much of the day.

3/12/2014 11:59 AM

531

This isn't an answer to this question, but it is a problem, in my opinion. I drive through Walpole center 5 days a
week, at least 2-3 times a day a week. I observe cars blowing through the red light at the intersection of 27 and
1A. It's the most dangerous intersection in town. Would cameras help?

3/12/2014 11:55 AM

532

A four way stop sign should be installed at School and East Streets because of the numerous car accidents.

3/7/2014 3:24 PM

533

Too many new developments. Condo owners should be entitled to town trash pick up and snow removal or our
taxes should be lowered.

3/7/2014 3:22 PM

534

Lack of sidewalks on West and Norfolk Streets. No safe walking in town,

3/7/2014 3:16 PM

535

Main St./1A traffic - main cause is the traffic lights in the center of Walpole. These lights need to be synchronized
better.

3/7/2014 3:13 PM

536

The prisoners picking up trash on Summer and Washington Streets near the schools. Too close to children.

3/7/2014 3:10 PM

537

Increase enforcement of m.v. laws in town. Decrease enforcement of m.v, laws Rte. 1. Stop sign/red light
violations - Front/Common St. by mail boxes.

3/7/2014 3:08 PM

538

home/car burglarized - only a little concerned, enough so that we keep home and cars locked day & night. We
are concerned generally about traffic safety everywhere, not only Walpole, due to OUI, texting, cell phone use
and soon legalized marijuana.

3/7/2014 3:04 PM

539

The speed limits where I live are 20mph and 30 mph yet it is 35mph through the center of town. I often see
vehicles speeding especially on Sunday trying to beat the light at the end of the center. Also they speed down
Common St. past the post office. People cross the street all over the center and in front of the post office.

3/7/2014 2:59 PM

540

I believe the WPD show no tolerance for certain crimes - when there are times where a little common sense can
be exercised. Community awareness training should be required for the police. Sometimes a little tolerance can
work wonders for the community.

3/7/2014 2:55 PM

541

Not enough street lights and sidewalks, public transportation and retail stores.

3/7/2014 2:52 PM

542

If there is a consideration to allow legal use of pot, this will be horrible for Walpole.

3/7/2014 2:47 PM

543

Traffic flow in the center of town. 10 minutes to go from 1A in front of CVS to Swan Pond. Maybe time the traffic
lights better or allow right on red at Bank of America (West Street)

3/7/2014 1:48 PM

544

Domestic violence. Bullying

3/7/2014 1:37 PM

545

Property taxes are too high on homes. Freeze taxes for seniors. Library should open at 9 a.m. Senior center is
needed. New Ball fields are not needed. Keep more wooded areas. Less homes to be built. Need traffic light at
School & East Streets and School and Common Streets. Need turn arrows on the traffic lights at East Street and
Route 1A. Crossing the street in the center is dangerous.

3/7/2014 1:26 PM

546

Development of more low income housing is a huge concern.

3/7/2014 1:20 PM

547

Rude driving behavior

3/7/2014 1:13 PM

548

18 wheeled trucks driving on narrow streets that have no sidewalks

3/7/2014 1:10 PM

549

Many drivers are not courteous to drivers trying to get out onto Route 1A. Cars driving through Walpole center
speeding.

3/7/2014 1:02 PM

550

My concern for the safety of runners. I drive before sunrise through Walpole and Norfolk and runners are on the
narrow streets. They are difficult to see and I have heart failure every time they appear in the headlights. They
are better served on tracks or sparsely travelled streets. I fear for their safety. (Also bike riders)

3/7/2014 12:55 PM
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551

Need to get traffic lights at Route 1A and Norfolk Street. It's like the wild west at that intersection. A yellow
blinking light is ignored by drivers.

3/7/2014 12:48 PM

552

Texting while driving !

3/7/2014 12:40 PM

553

Speeding down Joal Ave and Pemberton Street. Constant issue !!

3/7/2014 12:37 PM

554

Cars speeding Common Street and Washington Street.

3/7/2014 12:34 PM

555

I think the Walpole Police Department is doing a great job.

3/7/2014 12:31 PM

556

Unregistered vehicles, trailers, boats selling & storing vehicles in residential neighborhoods.

3/7/2014 12:27 PM

557

No other concerns

3/7/2014 12:19 PM

558

Failure to monitor traffic - stop signs North Street, High Street, Gill Street. Excessive speed, tailgating on High
and North Street. (Insufficient monitoring of this location.)

3/7/2014 12:15 PM

559

Rude people and poor manners

3/7/2014 12:08 PM

560

Inadequate traffic lights at dangerous intersections. 1A (Bullard). Sooner or later someone is going to get killed.
Speeding on secondary roads. Children at risk in dense areas.

3/7/2014 12:00 PM

561

Cars using the drive through bank at Rte 1A & 27. Cars exit usually against traffic waiting for lights - maybe
should be right turn only?

3/7/2014 11:56 AM

562

We had a few suspicious door to door salesmen in our neighborhood in summer of 2013.

3/7/2014 11:47 AM

563

I appreciated the article in Times regarding underage drinking and driving home - the consequences for adults
and the kids. Alcohol and drug problems are societal and WPD must stay on top of this for the sake of our whole
community.

3/7/2014 11:43 AM

564

We need a new police station. I believe this should have come BEFORE the library.

3/7/2014 11:36 AM

565

Traffic enforcements - especially along Rte 1. Raceway and people do not stop at red lights, especially at Coney
St. Stopping cars coming off Rte 95 and rolling through stop sign is not as important or a public safety issue vs.
having the officer at Rte 1 catching a car over 50 going through red lights.

3/7/2014 11:33 AM

566

Size and speed of trucks on Winter st.

3/7/2014 11:23 AM

567

I am a senior citizen living at New Pond Village. Most of these questions do not apply to me.

3/7/2014 11:21 AM

568

A lot of bad intersections, need more signs. Paint for crosswalks and stop lines, etc. Rte 1A and 27 - no one stops
on stop line.

3/7/2014 11:16 AM

569

Pot holes or curbs to be fixed. i.e. by Boyden/Jason's Path.

3/7/2014 10:56 AM

570

I don't see most of these as police and/or gov't concerns. Police aren't substitute for parenting - not daycare
workers.

3/7/2014 10:51 AM

571

Littering - would like to see a plan to help reduce the amount of trash on roadways - soda/beer bottles.
McDonalds and fast food refuse.

3/7/2014 10:41 AM

572

Drunk driving after stadium events. Traffic is only a problem because the barricades and police block ways for me
to avoid traffic. As a resident, I should be able to travel the smaller, back roads.

3/7/2014 10:38 AM

573

You've covered most all. Law enforcement does a fine job. Stay updated, that's the key, eyes open and take
notice of all.

3/7/2014 10:33 AM

574

None - good town!

3/7/2014 10:29 AM

575

Speeding on access streets to Rte 1

3/6/2014 1:37 PM

576

Problems with bank robberies/near robberies.

3/6/2014 1:35 PM

577

Speed of response for emergency for towns abutting other towns, ex. Dover line police closer than Walpole
Police & should be dispatched when far N. Walpole needs emergency assist.

3/6/2014 1:31 PM

578

I consider Walpole a safe town, and I consider WPD a well-run department with quality officers including the
newer officers hired within the past few years.

3/6/2014 1:25 PM

579

Traffic

3/6/2014 1:22 PM
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580

Coyotes

3/6/2014 1:19 PM

581

No sidewalk on Summer St from Winter St to Eldor. This is an issue during stadium events when people walk
to/from stadium

3/6/2014 1:16 PM

582

I am a single parent with teens - very concerned about inadequate street lights on my street. It's not safe, makes
neighborhood vulnerable.

3/6/2014 1:13 PM

583

I would like to be able to drop family off on Water St, S Walpole, so they can walk to stadium for football games.

3/6/2014 1:08 PM

584

Distracted drivers (cell phones, texting) not paying attention to other drivers and pedestrians

3/6/2014 1:05 PM

585

I have no idea

3/6/2014 1:00 PM

586

Town is hesitant to clean its own house. Town employees who commit crimes are not prosecuted. Allowing
employees to resign is poor policy particularly if it's financially motivated.

3/6/2014 12:46 PM

587

Runners wearing dark clothes at night and early morning - can't see them. Walkers that don't use the sidewalks
provided. New traffic lights at key intersections, like at Main & Bullard St.

3/6/2014 12:37 PM

588

The traffic lights in town need to have some time before changing. I notice cars running red lights and the other
direction has a green light. Also a sign to keep intersections open.

3/6/2014 12:34 PM

589

Need traffic lights on Main St near New Pond Village

3/6/2014 12:30 PM

590

School security

3/6/2014 11:45 AM

591

When damaged Police should report damage to owner of property, and not have to pay for a report of one's own
property.

3/6/2014 11:42 AM

592

Failure of drivers to stop at Homeward & Northwood.

3/6/2014 11:39 AM

593

Taxes & utilities could be lower

3/6/2014 11:36 AM

594

Drivers speed much too fast on residential streets that lead to highway or main road.

3/6/2014 11:31 AM

595

Fisher School - Parking, obstruction of traffic, excessive speeding on Fisher St.

3/6/2014 11:21 AM

596

Sidewalks not cleared of snow & ice in front of houses; illegal hunting or use of guns in residential areas.

3/6/2014 11:15 AM

597

Combat external, negative influences - medical marijuana shops, city-gang recruitment and drug dealing etc.

3/6/2014 11:09 AM

598

Cell phone useage and texting while driving. Causes too many accidents. People who drive down one-way
streets certain hours every day - same ones, where there are no sidewalks and buses need it to be this way.

3/6/2014 10:55 AM

599

High school dismissal - no police present, Common St backed up both directions, students & parents speeding
through side streets (Mass Ave, Lake Ave, Prospect St) w/no regard for pedestrians and younger children

3/6/2014 10:47 AM

600

Traffic lights at center of Walpole.

3/5/2014 11:35 AM

601

Pot holes! No bicycle lanes, no good sidewalks (there are some exceptions)

3/5/2014 11:30 AM

602

Speeding traffic Rte 1 and side streets - children live in area. Gill and North Street - speeding cars.

3/5/2014 11:27 AM

603

Cars parked in handicapped parking spaces. If they are not authorized to park there they should be fined or
towed.

3/5/2014 11:25 AM

604

Overhanging limbs on phone wires on streets. Cleaning of Stone St, sidewalks as well as litter on side streets.

3/5/2014 11:21 AM

605

Speeding and truck traffic on Pleasant St. Speeding especially on narrow roads like Norton and Plimpton Streets.

3/5/2014 11:15 AM

606

I believe Walpole is a great town.

3/5/2014 11:12 AM

607

Rhoades Ave in E. Walpole should be one way traffic because of churches and preschool programs. Very busy
street.

3/5/2014 11:08 AM

608

During the summer they have car racing at Gillette Stadium that was very loud and disturbing for all residents of
South Walpole and its not fair as a Walpole tax payer.

3/5/2014 11:05 AM

609

Heroin - needles left on sidewalks, streets, etc.

3/4/2014 3:58 PM

610

None, the police are doing a great job. I love living in Walpole, we feel very safe - except for the coyotes.

3/4/2014 3:53 PM
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611

Traffic Lights downtown so bad you don't have time to cross the intersection.

3/4/2014 3:47 PM

612

Speeding through center of town. Everyone wants to beat the lights in town.

3/4/2014 3:40 PM

613

I think the police are focusing on the wrong things, i.e. arresting someone for missing a court ordered class rather
than patrolling for drunk drivers that same night. I think the effort is there, but in the wrong place.

3/4/2014 11:44 AM

614

Allow Walpole residents to Water Street to get to Gillette Stadium.

3/4/2014 11:39 AM

615

While I can understand two police cars pulling someone over at times, I find the use of 3 to 5 or 6 cars odd and a
bit excessive and wonder about what other resources are left at those times to other sections of town.

3/4/2014 11:35 AM

616

Running red lights.

3/4/2014 11:32 AM

617

Greater supervision of school traffic personnel. Too much speed by police cars in responding to calls, not all the
time, but occasionally.

3/4/2014 11:25 AM

618

Bowker Street is a speedway for cars between 6:30 - 8:30 a.m and 3:30-6:30 p.m. Lots of kids on Bowker Street
and yelling at the cars or running into the road to slow them down doesn't help.

3/4/2014 11:19 AM

619

The trains after 1a.m. banging together, very noisy, Wish you could do something about that problem. Keeps
elderly people awake all night,

3/4/2014 11:14 AM

620

Not enough crosswalks on Rt 1A

3/4/2014 11:06 AM

621

Not problems but our downtown needs more upscale stores, a Starbucks, etc. - more upscale look.

3/4/2014 10:48 AM

622

Sex Offenders - there is a level 3 sex offender that is registered on Lewis Street. We are close to the High School
and library and there are tons of children that live on our street.

3/4/2014 10:39 AM

623

People running red lights all over town.

3/4/2014 9:48 AM

624

Cars going through school bus lights. Major issue on Common and Main St.

3/3/2014 4:30 PM

625

Traffic in downtown between 4 - 5 p.m. Especially in front of the dance studio. Double parking and crossing street
randomly.

3/3/2014 4:28 PM

626

Putting more cruiser or cops on East St. traffic. Speeding is out of control and people in summer doing U turn on
East St. Illegal parking too.

3/3/2014 4:00 PM

627

The people in Walpole need to get their act together and get you a new Police Station. I don't know how you can
stand being in the current one much longer - way overdue!

3/3/2014 3:51 PM

628

I feel very safe here.

3/3/2014 3:47 PM

629

The town built a library when they should have built a police station and fire station.

3/3/2014 3:41 PM

630

More focus should be given on known multiple offenders and drug peddlers in family neighborhoods. Multiple
arrests, multiple crimes, and walking the streets on bail peddling drugs is not acceptable.

3/3/2014 3:36 PM

631

Allowing dirt bikes and ATV's on NSTAR property that abuts private citizen's property. They are loud and are very
annoying and are trespassing.

3/3/2014 3:32 PM

632

Bad drivers. Texting while driving. See it everyday.

3/3/2014 3:25 PM

633

I think WPD are responsive. The one thing I witnessed personally was a new officer talking about a case @ DD
out loud and the case involved a family member. This was unacceptable.

3/3/2014 2:32 PM

634

In need of a new police station.

2/26/2014 4:00 PM

635

Parked cars picking up teenagers after Gillette Concerts. At end of Deborah Drive, in woods, public drinking
taking place by underage drinkers.

2/26/2014 3:38 PM

636

Walmart - Suspicious people parked in vehicles that are funning. Activity that occurs there after 10 p.m. I had to
stop there once around 10:30 and both in and out of store I felt unsafe. Never again will I go there at night. No
signs of anyone in charge.

2/26/2014 3:34 PM

637

none

2/26/2014 3:30 PM

638

Noisy neighbors during summer months - radios at high volume - all day long.

2/26/2014 3:28 PM
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639

Distracted drivers driving thru intersections on cell phones (mostly women). I know Police Details are a State
Legislature issue. I'm totally opposed to them. When 49 out of 50 states use private contractors at a much lower
cost and just as effective at controlling traffic, I think we should use private contractors.

2/24/2014 11:19 AM

640

Not trimming shrubs on corners. Walking/jogging/running on North Street and High Street - very dangerous and
someone will get hit and sue.

2/24/2014 11:07 AM

641

Rolling stop signs and rolling right on red. Too much private detail work while at the same time asking to add
more cops to the force?

2/24/2014 11:03 AM

642

My one problem is with the animal control officer. Called him several times on different occasions and never had
a call back. Other people I've talked to have said the same thing.

2/24/2014 10:57 AM

643

Re: Bike Violations -- not enough room on roads for bikers, for instance the white lane across from Stop & Shop
actually is painted on the curb.

2/24/2014 10:51 AM

644

Need light at both ends of Kendall Street. Also need light at Bullard Road crossing at 1-A. Both these streets are
very dangerous.

2/24/2014 10:14 AM

645

A basic principal of "self preservation", i.e., driving with cell phones in use, walking into crosswalks w/o looking
both ways, while momentarily standing to preserve one self from injury/death. Commuters driving through town.

2/24/2014 9:55 AM

646

Too many accidents at the same intersections such as Washington & Short Street.

2/24/2014 9:51 AM

647

I believe drugs are a severe issue in Walpole, leading to increases in larceny, shoplifting, and breakins, not to
mention the increased use of severe drugs (heroin, etc.)

2/24/2014 9:48 AM

648

Problems arise periodically and the town does very well with them. Walpole PD let's us sleep at night
comfortably. Thankyou.

2/24/2014 9:44 AM

649

School safety is my highest concern. Speeding on North and High Streets.

2/24/2014 9:28 AM

650

Traffic light issues

2/24/2014 9:25 AM

651

Enforcement of basic traffic laws -- speeding, passing on the right violations, safety of pedestrians in crosswalks,
cars parked facing in wrong direction, cars passing over double yellow lines, cars not stopping at stop signs -- all
are regular occurrences in and around town.

2/24/2014 9:20 AM

652

Cars going thru lights especially Rt 1 and Coney St.

2/21/2014 3:47 PM

653

T 34E bus speeding on Washington Street; continuing accidents at Washington and Polley Lane/Short Streets
despite new signage (thank you for that)

2/21/2014 3:42 PM

654

We live close to Longview Farm and they seem to be able to manage their students better than in the past but
those kids can present a threat.

2/21/2014 3:27 PM

655

Existing side walks are a joke. Lack of sidewalks on busy streets are a safety condition.

2/21/2014 3:21 PM

656

Lights at East & 27 intersection, speeding on East St. from Short to Washington St. Cars parked on the bends in
the road especially back entrance to bird condos.

2/21/2014 3:09 PM

657

Consistent failure of drivers stopping (completely) at stop signs.

2/21/2014 3:05 PM

658

None really - Don't know if it falls into police but abandoned buildings should be taken down i.e. Washington St.
by the "cookie" factory.

2/21/2014 2:59 PM

659

More officers on patrol in residential areas. More "community policing" in residential areas.

2/21/2014 2:52 PM

660

People running in the street when side walks are available. Often these people are in dark clothing and
sometimes it is after dark.

2/21/2014 2:29 PM

661

Truck traffic on Union St. Truckers start at 5 a.m. and end around 9 p.m. They are noisy and drive too fast. Can
they be re-routed to Morse St which is all industrial?

2/21/2014 2:26 PM

662

Lack of traffic lights at some very dangerous intersections.

2/20/2014 2:52 PM

663

Walpole Police are very good.

2/20/2014 2:45 PM

664

My concern is for the officers who pull cars over for violations. The new blue lights are blinding as other cars
drive by. I am nervous the officer will get hit walking to the car or cruiser.

2/20/2014 2:42 PM

665

Distracted driving is epidemic, and all of it conducted at excessive speeds.

2/20/2014 2:40 PM
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666

Feel as tho Bird Park could use a foot or bike patrol on busy days. Perk personnel aren't always there. Seen
teens harassing Canadian geese w/big sticks and people letting their dogs chase the geese in middle of Winter.

2/20/2014 2:06 PM

667

Need for a traffic light at the corner of North and 1A by the Aggie School.

2/20/2014 1:59 PM

668

Parking on East St @ Blessed Sacrament is too dangerous. No sidewalks, cars too fast on Kendall St. Heroin why? Educate teens, stop the supply

2/20/2014 1:55 PM

669

I live in a retirement community and speak more from my general view on problems and not specifically about
Walpole. My contact with police here is nothing but very positive.

2/20/2014 1:52 PM

670

Let's do away with private police details on construction sites, not necessary & expensive. Private flaggers more
reasonable. No override for any new police or fire station., Funds should come from regular operating budget or
state/federal aid. Rise in taxes has been very high recently.

2/20/2014 1:46 PM

671

Dog walkers (my yard -- what a mess)!

2/20/2014 1:41 PM

672

Drunk driving - it seems that there are one or more incidents in the police log each week (and suspended
licenses) - not all Walpole residents, however.

2/20/2014 1:37 PM

673

Traffic light at Fisher/Main; Sidewalks on Fisher St.

2/20/2014 1:34 PM

674

I guess I'm quite satisfied with the situation. Thank you for all that you are doing.

2/20/2014 1:28 PM

675

An increase of motor vehicles parked on public streets overnight during snow storms.

2/20/2014 1:23 PM

676

Sex offenders not registered or "checked-in" every so often. 5. Crime increase - robberies at DD shops,
shoplifting reports, robbers at banks. 6. Afraid of going to the bank and bank machine

2/20/2014 1:20 PM

677

Inadequate lighting on Clarkson Drive; Drug abuse and access to drugs.

2/20/2014 1:12 PM

678

Too heavy downtown traffic, especially during commuting hours -- impatient drivers block streets.

2/20/2014 1:09 PM

679

Walpole Police Dept. needs a new facility. 43. I am sure they would be responsive if needed

2/20/2014 1:03 PM

680

I am over 80 -- don't pay much attention.

2/20/2014 12:57 PM

681

I believe Chiefs of all Police Depts surrounding our town, Foxboro, Norfolk, Wrentham, Norwood, Sharon, should
devise a plan to utilize our officers in a regional way to possibly reduce manpower and save money on overnight
shifts. I encountered the police once in 13 yrs. Had an accident in the Town Square -- Police showed up and did
a report -- and I had to pay to get a copy of it for the insurance.

2/20/2014 12:16 PM

682

Installation of traffic signal, specifically Polly Lane & Washington St. Large Caution signs on Washington have not
made impact on accidents in that area. Don't wait until there is a death.

2/20/2014 12:07 PM

683

If a 174 apartment complex is allowed to be built on Moosehill Road, my answers could change. The police are
great about getting to this neighborhood fairly quickly but I think currently there are few calls. I rarely see a cruiser
just riding through the neighborhood without being called. I suspect that if the apt. complex is built, there will be
more crime and more calls.

2/19/2014 3:44 PM

684

Abandoned houses, unregistered cars, paring on sidewalks.

2/19/2014 3:26 PM

685

Constant dog barking - Notch Road Drug activity - Winter Street

2/19/2014 3:18 PM

686

Investigate mailmen & women dealing drugs, often seen on side streets, seems to be a known issue in town.

2/18/2014 8:45 PM

687

I would very much like to have police station to some how remain downtown - with satellites at Walmart.

2/18/2014 2:05 PM

688

Parking on sidewalks Hartshorn Road and elsewhere.

2/18/2014 1:20 PM

689

Walpole is a good town; Downtown could use more diversity.

2/18/2014 1:16 PM

690

Speeding on my street.

2/18/2014 1:09 PM

691

None -- Thankyou so much for your concern and effort.

2/18/2014 1:03 PM

692

No longer do I feel comfortable walking alone in our neighborhood due to Longview incidents. Only walk with
husband.

2/18/2014 1:00 PM

693

Too much traffic and congestion going through downtown.

2/18/2014 12:56 PM

694

Domestic violence; Bullying; Hazing on sports teams.

2/18/2014 12:53 PM
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695

The only problem is the way my street is plowed. They do a terrible job and it's right at the high school and is
used often by children/parents.

2/18/2014 12:46 PM

696

Cell phone use while driving; Drivers who roll through stop signs - very few actually come to a complete stop.

2/18/2014 12:42 PM

697

Tailgating and aggressive drivers late at night when trying to drive the speed limit on 1A, around 12:30 am to 1:30
am. I know cop car usually in CVS parking lot and pick-up truck usually right on my bumper.

2/18/2014 12:37 PM

698

I'm concerned about prostitution and potential sexual trafficking along Rt 1, from Dedham to Wrentham. I wish
more resources could be put into this issue - as well as drug & alcohol prevention. Thanks for the good job you
do!

2/18/2014 12:33 PM

699

Marijuana -- Oversight implementation of guidelines.

2/18/2014 12:23 PM

700

I live on Millbrook Ave and I continue to be concerned re vehicles that speed on our street. With the recent
addition of Toll Brothers Const building homes in neighborhood, there is an increase of thru traffic, thus cars
excessively driving about speed limit. I spoke with Lt Leland over a year ago, and he was extremely helpful.
However, I remain concerned about the cars speeding on our st.

2/18/2014 12:19 PM

701

Downtown traffic through center has gotten worse in last 5-10 years -- backup from Mcdonalds to Town Center,
cannot get out of North St onto Rt 1A - very congested.

2/18/2014 12:13 PM

702

Making right turns illegally at red lights downtown; Excessive speed through downtown.

2/18/2014 12:07 PM

703

I have found Police Dept to be over-zealous to law-abiding citizens, and not a community police association. They
treat "residents" like they are criminals, stalk residents, and do not focus on troublemakers that drive through
here. They are very rude when you call them with a problem or report something. I have had 2 instances over he
years with mailbox vandalism, eggs on house, et.

2/18/2014 11:59 AM

704

Illegal hunters in the woods near CSX tracks near Walpole Industrial Park. I've seen them out there twice, once
every few years.

2/18/2014 11:49 AM

705

Drivers going through red lights and rolling through stop signs.

2/18/2014 11:27 AM

706

Speeding cars on Fisher Street.

2/18/2014 11:19 AM

707

Unleashed dogs

2/18/2014 11:17 AM

708

Speeding cars on Washington St; Crosswalks often ignored between E Walpole and 27, especially during peak
commuter times

2/18/2014 11:14 AM

709

This is pretty good! I will emphasize that NO ONE stops to let someone cross the street; Also, people drive too
fast on Main St.

2/18/2014 11:09 AM

710

Large trucks, 18-wheelers, using residential streets that are marked load limits of 8 tons -- Coney, Pleasant,
Calcott, Old Post Road; Excessive speed of mv on Coney St and at intersection of Washingon & Polley Lane.

2/18/2014 10:49 AM

711

There are several dangerous intersections in town (27 & School St.; Washington & Polley) where risk seems
elevated.

2/18/2014 10:26 AM

712

People blow through red lights at every intersection. If you would put a police car at the major roads and ticket
people you could make a lot of money for this town!

2/18/2014 10:06 AM

713

Unsafe intersections - corner of East & High Plain Ave - very dangerous. Needs work to make safe. Corner of
Washington & East.

2/18/2014 10:03 AM

714

Streets have a lot of pot holes that need to be fixed.

2/18/2014 10:00 AM

715

Drugs are the main problem in Walpole and USA

2/18/2014 9:58 AM

716

Speeding on North St. has become worse!

2/18/2014 9:37 AM

717

Car accidents at major intersections with no traffic lights. Dropping off kids at Robbins Rd, Elm St/Middle School
and trying to make a left turn with out getting hit. There should be blinking yellow lights at the schools so cars
slow down. It is terrible in the a.m. You take your life into your hands making a left onto Elm St.

2/18/2014 9:28 AM

718

#27 - Joggers - Snowing and joggers have no regard for drivers in these conditions - actually running in the travel
lane. Sunny days are one thing but in tough conditions you could "have a word"

2/18/2014 9:22 AM

719

The opportunity for each and every child and youth to express free-will in all circumstances in accordance with
guidelines.

2/18/2014 9:18 AM
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720

Turning on red lights. Running red lights. U turns in Walpole Center.

2/18/2014 9:15 AM

721

Walpole does not seem to understand the impact of Gatehouse Preserve and other low income housing's impact
on services like Police.

2/13/2014 12:43 PM

722

Crime is increased at Walmart, DD, etc; We fight back and clean up crime here; Intoxicated drivers a problem
everywhere; Car horns, noisy neighbors, and barking dogs is getting worse; Speeding cars is huge problem,
traffic volume is heavy, people run red lights, inconsiderate to side traffic, do not obey right on red, and do not
recognize pedestrians walking; 4th of July, love the bike cops and presence; WPD is always responsive -- great
job.

2/13/2014 12:32 PM

723

I live on Washington St Ext, the Stop sign at Washington, Neponset & Water is so dangerous, lots don't stop, a
lot of accidents; What happened to shutting down S Walpole during stadium events? I am very disappointed in
WPD's lack of caring during stadium events. I have so much traffic at my house I can't even get out.

2/13/2014 12:14 PM

724

Shoveled walkways on school walking routes in neighborhood; Promotion process of officers this past year
(sergeant?); Presence @ community events so kids get to know police

2/13/2014 11:55 AM

725

We feel the police presence is very good and have been impressed by the standards kept.

2/13/2014 10:38 AM

726

Care needs to be taken to insure that police fund raisers do not call and misrepresent citizen's past contributions,
amounts or dates. This makes a very bad impression.

2/12/2014 3:35 PM

727

Hunting issues.

2/12/2014 3:30 PM

728

Lack of police presence "walking a beat". I never see police downtown on sidewalks.

2/12/2014 3:27 PM

729

Morning and evening traffic through the center and the lack in red light obedience!

2/12/2014 3:21 PM

730

Sidewalks on Main St. from Stop & Shop to Norwood line are abysmal. Lights on Plimpton St. are necessary.
Speed check on Main a must. Inadequate street lighting on Plimpton St. Dilapidated streets/sidewalks on Main
St.

2/12/2014 10:46 AM
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Q43 Is the Walpole Police Department
responsive to your needs?
Answered: 2,771

Skipped: 235

Yes

97.87%

No
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Q44 Would you hesitate to call the Walpole
Police Department for assistance?
Answered: 2,888
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Q45 Overall, how well do you feel the
Walpole Police Department does in
providing services to the community?
Answered: 2,935

Skipped: 71
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Q46 Home/business security reviews
Answered: 2,501
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Skipped: 505
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Q47 School Mentor Program
Answered: 2,652

No Support

Skipped: 354
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Q48 Police Bike Patrol Unit
Answered: 2,665

No Support

Skipped: 341
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Q49 Police foot patrol
Answered: 2,672

No Support

Skipped: 334
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Q50 School Resource Officer
Answered: 2,665
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Skipped: 341
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Q51 Elder services (TRIAD program)
Answered: 2,687
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Skipped: 319
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Q52 Drug and Alcohol Coalition
Answered: 2,686
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Skipped: 320
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Q53 Rape Aggression Defense classes
Answered: 2,681
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Skipped: 325
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Q54 Citizen police academy
Answered: 2,508
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Skipped: 498
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Q55 Motorcycle Unit
Answered: 2,634
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Q56 Honor Guard
Answered: 2,533
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Q57 Website/Facebook page
Answered: 2,566
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Skipped: 440
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Q58 Coffee with Cops Program
Answered: 2,540
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Skipped: 466
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Q59 Prescription drug take-back program
Answered: 2,634
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Skipped: 372
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Q60 Child car seat installations
Answered: 2,689
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Skipped: 317
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Q61 School crossing guards
Answered: 2,709
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Skipped: 297
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Q62 COPS Corner (Walpole Times article)
Answered: 2,581
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Q63 Using signboards/speed trailers
Answered: 2,633
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Q64 What programs or initiatives would you
like to see the Walpole Police Department
start?
Answered: 544

Skipped: 2,462

#

Responses

Date

1

DARE

9/25/2014 9:20 AM

2

A serious Bullying Program in Elementary, Middle and High Schools. According to my child (elementary age) it is
a problem.

9/22/2014 1:46 PM

3

There has to be a way to stop cars going through red lights. Almost daily I see this happen. Rt 27/High Plain is
awful - also Rt 1/Rt 27.

9/22/2014 1:43 PM

4

RAD for kids, Stranger Danger/Self-Defense for school-age kids.

9/9/2014 11:27 AM

5

Youth Mentor and Scared Straight programs.

9/4/2014 1:16 PM

6

A scared-straight program for our children 8-16. For those who may not have respect for adults & authority to the
degree a parent would expect.

7/28/2014 1:22 PM

7

In addition to a website and facebook, also add a Twitter Acct.

6/30/2014 11:45 AM

8

Re Foot Patrol - I have seen an officer only a handful of times, same w/bike patrol. These should be increased
downtown & at schools.

6/30/2014 11:40 AM

9

Prosecution of police who rip off Stop & Shop. Prosecution of thieves in Town Treasurer's Office. Rethink
promotion "good old boy" network scam. Prosecution of fireman groups who use engine to shop @ CVS while on
duty.

6/17/2014 6:02 PM

10

None apparent.

6/11/2014 1:28 PM

11

#50- It depends who it is. Not if kids don't respect the individual.

6/11/2014 1:21 PM

12

Gun Safety

5/30/2014 10:25 AM

13

Very frustrating - police officers either on phone or not paying attention when any kind of service work is being
done on public roads. Disrespectful to drivers and clearly a safety issue.

5/29/2014 10:13 AM

14

email for questions/answers with name and address provided

5/28/2014 1:54 PM

15

a charity drive

5/28/2014 1:49 PM

16

*Crackdown on Drug Dealers *Enforce Junk Car Ordinances w/ Cars across from Liberty Village Mall ( Rt. 27 &
Elm St. Bridge)

5/28/2014 1:36 PM

17

A regular survey of needs

5/28/2014 8:50 AM

18

perhaps involvement in anti bullying programs

5/28/2014 8:46 AM

19

Assist with traffic to help get cars out from schools in am/pm drop off/pick up using regular shift (no extra pay
/overtime)

5/28/2014 8:32 AM

20

undecided, but I would like more info. on the programs above. I read the Walpole Times and wasn't aware all of
the above programs.

5/28/2014 8:13 AM

21

I am a strong believer in keeping the WPD active in the community. Police support is crucial to the community.

5/22/2014 4:00 PM

22

Educating kids on the dangers of social media.

5/22/2014 3:02 PM

23

More of a presence at Bird Park wooded areas so women would feel safe walking alone.

5/22/2014 2:58 PM

24

Accountability - cooperation - information of rights available to citizens more public oriented than self serving.

5/22/2014 2:38 PM

25

Cops should be more approachable and friendly. Be different, don't go along with the "police state" mentality and
enforcement that is starting to occur in USA.

5/22/2014 2:34 PM
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26

Enforce pedestrian crosswalk laws.

5/22/2014 2:32 PM

27

I trust the Police Dept. I feel they have the knowledge, experience and insight to know where to best utilize their
resources.

5/22/2014 2:30 PM

28

Not sure if it still happens but as my children will start elementary school in the next few years, DARE would be
nice to have.

5/22/2014 2:30 PM

29

I feel the WPD are doing a fine job. Thank you to them!

5/22/2014 2:28 PM

30

Reduce littering. Awareness with aim to reduce domestic violence. Increase of transparency & accountability
within the department.

5/22/2014 2:27 PM

31

Neighborhood watch program.

5/22/2014 2:24 PM

32

I am very satisfied with the police and the way Walpole handles our protection. Also, the officers are very nice
and always say hello when I see them and say hi. That shows such character. I grew up in Newton and I tell you
the "ego's" on those police officers was horrible. :)

5/22/2014 2:23 PM

33

Elder services, police foot patrol, and bike patrol unit.

5/22/2014 2:23 PM

34

I love having officers visit schools (elementary). My daughter told me she asked a police officer to help her open
her soup thermos one day!

5/22/2014 2:21 PM

35

Periodically - monthly; quarterly - open meetings with citizens. Have fixed agenda based on education/training
issues plus have open Q & A. Subjects: drinking and driving (what does breathalyzer reading really mean) Drug
awareness for parents; basic self defense; etc.

5/22/2014 2:19 PM

36

Have Bike Patrol speak w/different neighborhoods &children about safety. Have an Open House Day at Station
(maybe on Walpole Day) Have Basketball games with the kids.

5/22/2014 2:13 PM

37

Have a school resource officer that has the support of the students and families. This is currently not the case.

5/22/2014 2:12 PM

38

You have things in order.

5/22/2014 2:09 PM

39

More interest in seniors.

5/22/2014 2:07 PM

40

My wish is the town provide to the police a more modern and practical police station.

5/21/2014 3:48 PM

41

Doing a great job.

5/21/2014 3:17 PM

42

I feel we are lucky in Walpole. We have a great department.

5/21/2014 3:11 PM

43

Foot patrol in downtown Walpole and help with traffic during commuting time. Ticket cars/trucks parked over 2
hours in Walpole Center. Should not be any all day parking, especially in the common area.

5/21/2014 3:07 PM

44

RAD for children.

5/21/2014 3:04 PM

45

You are doing a GREAT job! Keep up the good work. You handled the High School texting scandal well. Nice job
& thank you!

5/21/2014 2:51 PM

46

Drugs, especially heroin is on the rise. Would like to see more programs that educate young and old alike. Need
programs that provide support, spiritually, emotionally and physically. This is a disease that effects all walks of
life. Intervention programs greatly needed in this area and educating young people most crucial.

5/21/2014 1:05 PM

47

Open House at the police station maybe? Citizens could see firsthand the cramped conditions there for a modern
police dept. and perhaps pave the way for a new facility.

5/21/2014 12:22 PM

48

Overall, I think the dept. is doing a very good job. Concern for citizens and outreach very good. Glad to see an
officer after 4 p.m. mass Saturdays at St. Mary's in E. Walpole. Safety was a concern, especially, in winter
months.

5/21/2014 12:15 PM

49

Better promotion/awareness of self defense classes for kids and adults. Also do them late in the evening (9pm)
for working moms.

5/21/2014 12:12 PM

50

Really good improvement with community communication. Nice job, we appreciate all you do.

5/21/2014 11:49 AM

51

I think fire trucks should not come out with every emergency. I think if more questions are asked it would be
determined that a fire truck is not needed. Unfortunately in this world, everyone wants to cover themselves.

5/21/2014 11:45 AM

52

Change perception that police are not friendly.

5/21/2014 11:42 AM
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53

Work on removing "known" drug-use areas/houses/apartments.

5/21/2014 11:33 AM

54

Expand drug and alcohol awareness beyond prom season. Maybe get people to realize how there is an issue
even in Walpole - it's not just homeless junkies anymore!

5/21/2014 11:28 AM

55

When someone comes to solicit have them get a temp permit or card from WPD. Have them put a deposit down
for the permit and when they come back they could get back the deposit. Set up speed traps in new areas. Keep
everyone guessing. That should slow people down.

5/21/2014 11:21 AM

56

Diversionary program for 1st time underage drinking or marijuana smokers, where they complete schoolsponsored substance abuse program in lieu of going to court. If they fail to complete, then charges could go
forward.

5/20/2014 12:56 PM

57

Gun Buy-Back.

5/20/2014 12:46 PM

58

You are doing a great job. Thankyou to all dedicated professionals. Keep the drugs out of reach.

5/15/2014 3:15 PM

59

Foot patrol.

5/15/2014 2:57 PM

60

Publish: punishment for underage drinking & drug possession; parents' responsibility for same; list of
misdemeanors & punishment for teens.

5/15/2014 2:55 PM

61

I would like response time to improve for North Walpole.

5/15/2014 2:49 PM

62

Program similar to Harwich Police Dept for citizen education. Very well received by relative.

5/15/2014 2:47 PM

63

Jr police academy for middle/high school. Thankyou for all you do - your dept is highly visible in community
events.

5/15/2014 2:44 PM

64

What are the services? May be excellent, but doesn't help if they are not communicated.

5/15/2014 2:37 PM

65

Talk on ongoing basis about dangers of marijuana and all drugs in general. We are being sold a bill of goods by
the media on this issue.

5/15/2014 2:33 PM

66

Keep up good work. WPD is professionally run and responsive.

5/15/2014 2:22 PM

67

Do a better job of getting some of the programs listed above known. I actually did not know a good number of the
programs above were offered. Cops Corner is a must read for me. Please keep that up. How about a citizen ride
along program?

5/15/2014 2:14 PM

68

#60 Would like a certified car seat inspector! Norfolk PD is the closest.

5/15/2014 1:58 PM

69

More time in the elementary schools so children are not afraid and learn to be good citizens from those who
enforce the laws. Safer streets for pedestrians.

5/14/2014 1:52 PM

70

Thank you for the survey. I think overall the Walpole PD does an excellent job!

5/14/2014 1:46 PM

71

Have somewhere were kids can go to an elder and feel safe.

5/14/2014 12:05 PM

72

Some sort of kid friendly events to help build the relationship between the officers and kids in the community. I
see some kids seem to be afraid of police officers in uniform. An event where officers can be less formal may
make them seem more approachable to youth.

4/25/2014 2:12 PM

73

My son loves to meet Walpole Police and fire departments at local events such as open house at the fire station
and the library meet and greet.

4/25/2014 2:09 PM

74

Understanding mental health issues and interventions.

4/25/2014 2:06 PM

75

n/a

4/23/2014 2:56 PM

76

Stop overnight parking on streets. Ticket at bridges on West Street (trucks included) Ballparks and schools. Stop
autos from crossing solid white lines on Main Street. Take away white lines at CVS.

4/22/2014 12:54 PM

77

I am personally familiar with a number of officers and supervisors as I am a lifelong resident. The police provide
excellent leadership, services, role model for community. The selectman should really generate funding for a
state of the art combined public safety facility for our professional police and fire personnel and stop being so
anti-business.

4/22/2014 12:43 PM

78

More tickets for red light blowers.

4/22/2014 12:38 PM

79

More programs with kids of all ages, outside of school; i.e. sports leagues sponsored by the police department or
other youth events sponsored and organized by the police department. So kids get to know the officers.

4/22/2014 12:31 PM
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80

Periodic coffee with the chief. (check with Yarmouth, MA police department)

4/22/2014 12:23 PM

81

I would like to see more involvement in the schools. Just checking in on the younger/elementary schools. As far
as the high school and middle school, more involvement, getting to know the kids. A lot of the policemen and
women grew up in Walpole - use that to reach the teens.

4/22/2014 12:20 PM

82

Stop people when they run yellow and red lights. Old Post, Route 27 intersection is dangerous.

4/22/2014 12:17 PM

83

Since we do not have school children or are involved too much with town, it is difficult to answer. However we do
appreciate the town and feel it is well run.

4/22/2014 12:13 PM

84

I want the police to not just work in Walpole, but be a part of the community. Police have lost touch with their
community. They work for us and should work hard to embrace our community.

4/22/2014 12:04 PM

85

Have more community efforts with residents. How can we help? Tell us what your strategic plan is for
Walpole...goals, etc.

4/22/2014 11:58 AM

86

Awareness program for pedestrians and bikes in evening traffic - wear reflective vests, cross street defensively,
etc.

4/22/2014 11:55 AM

87

Honor Guard should be supported in total by the police union local.

4/22/2014 11:52 AM

88

Bank robberies/where the cash is seems o be high now.

4/22/2014 11:44 AM

89

Stop wasting resources on police details for construction. This is a $10/hr job for an underemployed.

4/22/2014 11:41 AM

90

The programs offered seem sufficient.

4/22/2014 11:34 AM

91

Continue your efforts to site and build a new Walpole Police Station.

4/22/2014 11:27 AM

92

None that come to mind. Stay with those programs that work well.

4/22/2014 11:25 AM

93

Protect and serve.

4/22/2014 11:23 AM

94

Many meds are destroyed through the sewer. There should be a ban on that completely. Very difficult for anyone
to discard unused meds properly. Water contaminated.

4/22/2014 10:54 AM

95

Is there time for more?

4/22/2014 10:49 AM

96

I would like to feel their opinions/input on the development of businesses, issues growth of town, 24 hour Walmart
is just one issue, mall - they are not. Make aware of and included or educated about development and if their
services can sustain the issues.

4/22/2014 10:39 AM

97

Domestic violence/sexual assault awareness trainings/campaigns; bullying/hate awareness trainings/campaigns.
Resources on how to address issues of addiction/illegal drug possession/use; keep up the article in Walpole
Times-such a good resource and opportunity to talk about important issues!

4/22/2014 9:51 AM

98

I think you are doing a good job. Keep up he good work. I am sure it's not easy.

4/22/2014 9:33 AM

99

You need to run this survey every year and do a long range study of concerns. Also, report results back to the
people either separate mailing or in the Times. I have lived on Killeen for 45 years. I have given to Police and
Fire every year. Remember you guys are the only thing between us and the jungle.

4/18/2014 2:15 PM

100

Use of traffic cams to tag violators.

4/18/2014 2:10 PM

101

Please tell Officer White to stop insinuating that all hunters are all felons.

4/18/2014 2:06 PM

102

No use of cell phones while on duty or details.

4/18/2014 2:02 PM

103

Would like to see a speed trap on Brook Street. Cars fly by the Fish and Game. Have never seen a trap there in
15 years. Thank you.

4/18/2014 2:01 PM

104

Right on red Walpole Center.

4/18/2014 1:58 PM

105

Thanks for sending out this survey. Would be good for police to advertise all programs on their website if that's
not already done. Also when lockdown practices occur at the schools, please make sure parents are notified prior
to the practice, especially in the elementary schools. Coffee with cops program - please advertise on website.
Great idea!

4/18/2014 1:56 PM

106

Speed and running Stop sign "traps" on Endean Drive between Mylod and Hildene Drive in East Walpole.

4/18/2014 1:40 PM

107

Programs in schools with student. Strong presence and relationship with town's students.

4/18/2014 1:05 PM
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108

Many of the items listed above are plain common sense and should not involve or need the involvement of the
police. If you are supporting all of these programs, I was not aware of it. I think the most important thing is being
present in the community in a positive way. Being approachable. Having too many programs would seem to
spread you very thing. There has been much discussion about the need for a new police station. Since most
policing is done outside of a station, I do not understand how a station would be worth the cost and feel this needs
to be better explained.

4/18/2014 1:01 PM

109

None in mind. Police do fabulous job.

4/18/2014 12:55 PM

110

Two of Walpole's greatest assets - Police and Fire. You do a great job. Thanks to all !

4/18/2014 12:46 PM

111

Police department operates favorably.

4/18/2014 12:42 PM

112

I would love to see more senior police academy courses. Also the self defense programs.

4/18/2014 12:17 PM

113

Increasing participation in schools; i.e. visits to local prisons for students; street law classes; the more the better.

4/18/2014 12:11 PM

114

Patrols around neighborhoods to perhaps deter break-ins. Some areas - houses get broken into all the time!

4/18/2014 12:08 PM

115

Domestic Violence Coalition

4/17/2014 1:46 PM

116

Every year close to prom, put a wrecked vehicle in front of high school as reminder not to drink and drive or text
and drive.

4/17/2014 1:44 PM

117

Every year, especially when it gets close to prom, to put a wrecked vehicle from a car accident in front of the high
school, as a reminder not to drink and drive or text and drive.

4/16/2014 1:43 PM

118

You guys do good work.

4/14/2014 2:16 PM

119

They cover everything which is needed.

4/14/2014 2:14 PM

120

Texting & Driving Education Course for offenders. Also should include limiting cell phone use while driving.

4/14/2014 2:09 PM

121

Protecting senior citizens from scam artists (remodeling, yard work)

4/14/2014 2:06 PM

122

WPD keeps pretty busy enforcing law and do not believe dept needs to start any new programs or initiatives.

4/14/2014 2:02 PM

123

Need School Resource Officer at all schools.

4/14/2014 1:56 PM

124

Wear white gloves during traffic duty. Hard to see hands of officer -- summer, winter, all seasons.

4/14/2014 1:53 PM

125

Officers need to treat citizens w/respect. I was raised that all people, including police/fire deserve respect but find
it hard when they start off at first contact abrupt.

4/14/2014 1:50 PM

126

Wear white gloves when directing traffic. Enforce noise levels at concert events.

4/14/2014 1:47 PM

127

I went to bicycle safety program as only adult & didn't observe any teaching - fun time for kids? When Col Gas
worked on Clark Ave I asked officer to get 2 trucks off property. He told me to call Col Gas. Would like checking of
property .

4/14/2014 1:44 PM

128

Main concern: safety & protection of children & citizens/community. Not personally interested in most other
programs.

4/14/2014 1:30 PM

129

No add'l suggestions.

4/14/2014 1:27 PM

130

Security programs at all schools.

4/11/2014 1:46 PM

131

Random once a week minimum police presence in each neighborhood for a short time. Day and night.

4/11/2014 1:32 PM

132

Does the department have a volunteer unit?

4/11/2014 1:21 PM

133

I think they are doing a great job. Just want to see them out in public more with a smile on their face. Interactive
with the community. Please stay in the schools.

4/11/2014 1:14 PM

134

Bullying Drop A Dime

4/11/2014 12:56 PM

135

Self defense class and not something for beginners.

4/11/2014 12:25 PM

136

More traffic stops - particularly in the morning (driving commute) and after school when teens drive around
recklessly.

4/11/2014 12:20 PM

137

I would like the police to be more active in the schools. Teach the kids about safety.

4/11/2014 11:57 AM
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138

Not sure... I appreciate the ones listed above.

4/11/2014 11:54 AM

139

Maintain programs and initiatives in which WPD continues to interact positively with Walpole Students.

4/11/2014 11:48 AM

140

It seems that there is a large percentage of felonies on Rte. 1 Possibly a larger presence at the mall.

4/11/2014 11:45 AM

141

We don't have a landline, so reverse 911 doesn't work for us. A program which could provide the same info over
text message would be great ad we would definitely sign up.

4/11/2014 11:43 AM

142

Have sport challenges: Fire department vs. Police department in basketball, softball against teachers vs. police,
etc.

4/11/2014 11:40 AM

143

Coffee with Cops waste of time. Cops Corner sergeant should be on patrol. Put the Amercian flag back on
uniform. As a Vet I'm insulted. Make the police daily operation more transparent!

4/11/2014 11:36 AM

144

D0 not know about the above.

4/10/2014 3:15 PM

145

Self defense programs for girls @ high school; also for parents.

4/10/2014 1:27 PM

146

Monitor speeding on side streets - especially Bullard St

4/10/2014 1:25 PM

147

You guys (girls) do a truly terrific job. Thank you!

4/10/2014 1:23 PM

148

Police Dept is doing a great job.

4/10/2014 1:21 PM

149

Eliminate all door to door solicitation. Too many thieves and fraudsters coming to my door. I feel like I need a gun.
2 men who got a permit were thieves & tried to get in my house when I didn't answer.

4/10/2014 1:18 PM

150

Make children/students aware of problem w/taking opiates/drugs to ward off "pain." Addiction is lifelong event -methadone use.

4/10/2014 1:17 PM

151

Twitter - be the face of first response when there's a snowstorm, power outages.

4/10/2014 1:14 PM

152

Elm St School needs traffic directed at start & dismissal times. Dangerous turn with speeding cars on Rt 27.

4/10/2014 1:10 PM

153

Defense programs for Grades 6-8, and if they could see the horrible jail you have they would never want to go
there. Walpole Police needs a new home soon.

4/10/2014 1:02 PM

154

I would like to have the traffic in center of town slowed down. After 3 p.m. it is like a highway.

4/10/2014 12:40 PM

155

Increase traffic posts at intersections with signals/stop signs.

4/10/2014 12:19 PM

156

Thank you for all you do.

4/10/2014 11:58 AM

157

More interaction w/kids, esp middle school, so they have a name & face to put with someone (mentors). Attend
the "rec". Organize something in Bird Park or Baseball Fields. Get out and mix, be more visible -- not just
w/troubled ones.

4/10/2014 11:54 AM

158

Programs to make citizens aware of current police problems - More TRIAD meetings for all ages.

4/9/2014 2:21 PM

159

More patrol on foot.

4/9/2014 2:19 PM

160

DARE.

4/9/2014 2:17 PM

161

We need new police and fire stations. The library was a waste of money. Everyone uses Kindles now.

4/9/2014 1:58 PM

162

I am very concerned with people speeding. 40-45 mph seems to be the new normal. I have had cars pass me on
Robbins Road when I am taking son to school. Joal Ave, has become a commuters shortcut and speedway.

4/9/2014 1:54 PM

163

Basic home and self defense training, especially for seniors. Anonymous tip line - drop a dime. You guys do a
terrific job. Many Thanks!

4/9/2014 1:35 PM

164

I am a Robbins Road resident and speeding is an issue, especially with the school. More speed traps, signs and
enforcement would help.

4/9/2014 1:29 PM

165

Firearms collection.

4/9/2014 1:27 PM

166

More foot patrol in the center.

4/9/2014 1:23 PM

167

Keep doing what you are doing. I have a very positive respect for both fire and police work ethic.

4/9/2014 1:21 PM

168

Senior citizen awareness - driving rules, parking rules, pet safety - for homeowner & police dog needs and job

4/8/2014 12:07 PM
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169

Internet safety.

4/8/2014 11:59 AM

170

Enforce stop sign on Robbins Rd at corner of Pemberton when school gets out. Have had several close calls
when moms turn onto Pemberton St in front of me without stopping. Danger to drivers and setting a poor
example.

4/7/2014 2:55 PM

171

I like the town meeting style sessions that were held in the past. Please issue citations for cars parked on
sidewalks.

4/7/2014 2:49 PM

172

Monitor the number of unregistered vehicles in full view on residential property.

4/7/2014 2:25 PM

173

Sponsor art, music, writing, theatre, poetry, dance, sculpture (are in Bird Park like Cordova Museum. Bicycle
alternative to cars. Scams - computer & phone. Awareness of interventional problems.

4/7/2014 2:16 PM

174

Follow-up with domestic violence incidents, and subsequent intervention referrals.

4/7/2014 2:12 PM

175

Not a program, BUT, speeders & running red lights on the center (no turn on red) and cars parked on sidewalks.

4/7/2014 2:09 PM

176

Continue patrol & awareness -- schools, school kids walking & general observation of our young people and their
respect for the wonderful you do.

4/7/2014 2:06 PM

177

How about a new building for Police & Fire. Should have had that before that stupid library.

4/7/2014 2:01 PM

178

Motorcycle safety

4/7/2014 1:58 PM

179

I had one dealing with Walpole Police involving minor mva and the officer was very efficient. I would like to get to
know more of the officers.

4/7/2014 1:48 PM

180

After watching recent 60 minutes - a firearms awareness program for school kids - and parents who have both.

4/7/2014 1:45 PM

181

Officers listed who can be called for a possible domestic issue that is not an emergency at the time but could lead
to one.

4/7/2014 1:37 PM

182

Random monitoring of very excessive speeding on major roads and ticketing (not looking for minor
infringements).

4/7/2014 1:34 PM

183

More updates at town meeting instead of just asking for cash. Updates on crime, whose taking courses, etc.,
where money goes.

4/4/2014 2:54 PM

184

solid programs above.

4/4/2014 2:22 PM

185

school security

4/4/2014 2:20 PM

186

Scared strait programs for troubled youths. Use the prisons along with police department/families looking to
redirect their children going down the wrong path.

4/4/2014 2:18 PM

187

Come to the Sr. Center and give talks at least once a month.

4/4/2014 2:14 PM

188

More awareness of pedestrian crossing on major roads, i.e. Washington and Main Sts. I just came back from CA
where pedestrians absolutely have the right of way; however the pedestrians obey the crossing laws also. The
contrast was striking.

4/4/2014 2:12 PM

189

Not really aware of most of these programs.

4/4/2014 2:07 PM

190

Class on home security - defense against break-ins.

4/4/2014 2:05 PM

191

Continue education of police personnel. Look into and apply for as many funding resources as possible.

4/4/2014 2:02 PM

192

I would like to see the DARE program brought back. As the parent of a high schooler, it's unnerving to hear about
the drug use and types of drugs being used.

4/4/2014 2:00 PM

193

How about getting rid of the police details at commercial construction on roads.

4/4/2014 1:57 PM

194

Would like to see police, outside of school resource officer, present class on danger of drinking and driving,
excessive drinking and social host law.

4/4/2014 1:52 PM

195

Very supportive of all programs

4/4/2014 1:52 PM

196

Cyber security program and social media greater presence.

4/4/2014 1:44 PM

197

Re-evaluating where stop signs, slow down signs, and traffic lights for safety.

4/4/2014 1:39 PM
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198

Speeding is a problem on our home street of Winter Street where many families with children including ours live.
We'd like to see an initiative to curb this as well as the texting while driving problem. We do appreciate the
numerous speeding stops the Walpole police have held on our street!!

4/4/2014 1:31 PM

199

Quality of life issues.... car, bullies, roads and streets, more stop signs.

4/4/2014 1:24 PM

200

Driver/pedestrian awareness of the rules of the road.

4/4/2014 1:23 PM

201

I'd love the police department to keep educating the public on how we can stop the excessive litter problem in
certain parts of the town.

4/4/2014 1:20 PM

202

Giving more speeding tickets and running of red lights.

4/4/2014 1:17 PM

203

Keep all stadium and heavy truck traffic on state numbered highways only and off of and out of town roads and
residential ones. Conduct a "Driver's Courtesy" program. No use of cell phones (or any other high tech device)
while driving by anyone, any age.

4/4/2014 1:05 PM

204

There needs to be a regular traffic light at Gould and Main Streets. This is a public safety issue because it's a
school zone with a very high traffic volume at many times during the day. It's hard to pull out of Gould Street and
traffic comes up an incline from the Aggie School as well as traffic turning into Gould from Main Street. It's rather
dangerous !

4/4/2014 12:46 PM

205

Can't think of any as I think our police department are doing a good job.

4/4/2014 12:42 PM

206

Electrical moving roadside signs can be important, but they can also be a serious distraction to drivers who try to
read them while operating a vehicle! (similar to texting) Thank your for this survey. It's a great idea!

4/4/2014 12:38 PM

207

Can't think of any. WPD has enough to do.

4/4/2014 12:22 PM

208

Drug program for teenagers.

4/4/2014 12:18 PM

209

This is seen quite frequently from Norwood to Walpole on 1A. Like previously said, too many people seem to be
completely unaware of bike traffic rules and it's not the exercise cyclist with the good bikes. So many people with
nothing reflective at night, wrong side of the road or just suddenly crossing both lanes, coming from either side
and slanting toward you head on. How can so many people ride against traffic and never get reprimanded for it.
Are they immigrants and their countries have opposite rules of the road?

4/4/2014 12:15 PM

210

Regarding traffic- slow down North St. to 1A. There should be no left turn at that intersection! The traffic back up
from 3 p.m. through Walpole Center needs definite improvement.

4/4/2014 12:08 PM

211

School crossing guards don't stay there long enough. Fisher school crossing guard needs way more support.
Traffic is crazy.

4/4/2014 12:07 PM

212

Can you have your pedestrian safety department consider having a sidewalk installed on Union Street to the Rte.
1 intersection? The current sidewalk stops about 1200m before Rte. 1. This is the main foot route people take
from the mall to the 34E bus line. Additionally, it could use some street lights as people walk on the road's
shoulder.

4/4/2014 12:04 PM

213

Stop anyone from opening a marijuana center.

4/4/2014 12:01 PM

214

Give every citizen a comment card at any police stop with officers name, badge #, etc. and have them mail in the
card to really show what is going on. Have the cards mailed to the boss.

4/4/2014 11:53 AM

215

Keep doing what you're doing. It is very fine with me. Thank you.

4/4/2014 11:44 AM

216

Most residents do not have any contact/relationship with the police until they need them or done something
wrong. I think it would be worth looking into utilizing Walpole Community Television and a you tube link on the
town website to inform and connect with the public. ?what about a public safety app?

4/4/2014 11:43 AM

217

I think the men and women at the WPD do a good job. Although my concerns are because I live at the end of a
dark dead end street, there have been no issues. Keep up the good work!

4/4/2014 11:39 AM

218

More active enforcement of handicap spots. Ticketing people who use spot who are not handicapped and have
sticker. Sticker or plate is for someone else who is not in car.

4/4/2014 11:37 AM

219

Programs involved in educating high school children about drugs, alcohol, helping elderly. Maybe a buddy day.
Kids can see how hard the police work and their vigilance important.

4/4/2014 11:33 AM

220

none.

4/3/2014 2:38 PM

221

Better traffic flow at peak times through town center.

4/3/2014 1:06 PM
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222

Keep up the good work.

4/3/2014 12:41 PM

223

Appoint police officers to visit schools to make younger students aware of strangers and suspicious types in
school areas.

4/3/2014 12:37 PM

224

Periodic scheduled and announced neighborhood walk thru by an officer. This would allow some interactions with
residents.

4/3/2014 12:22 PM

225

Not informed enough to make judgment.

4/3/2014 12:08 PM

226

Push for NEW police station. Community Policing - increase presence in neighborhoods. Meet & greet citizens.
Thankyou for all that you do!

4/3/2014 12:05 PM

227

More programs at High School level for education on drugs/self defense/safety

4/3/2014 11:40 AM

228

Further the effort to prevent bullying in schools.

4/3/2014 11:17 AM

229

Local tv access station - discussion of police issues as an awareness program; safety tips for homeowners; how
citizens can help WPD do their job better.

4/3/2014 11:15 AM

230

Stop manning roadwork. This is a horrendous waste of time, talent & money. Their presence at details is an
insult.

4/3/2014 11:10 AM

231

Lower speeds between Stop & Shop Main St to Norwood. Too many driving at above speed. And Plympton down
past Aggie toward Walpole line I have to hear firetruck pass my street most school mornings.

4/3/2014 11:01 AM

232

telephone awareness regarding scams.

4/2/2014 4:13 PM

233

I would like to see name tags on police uniforms. I think that it would humanize and personalize the officers, who,
at times, all look alike!

4/2/2014 4:00 PM

234

Two officers in each and every vehicle. Congratulations on the work you do.

4/2/2014 3:46 PM

235

Thanks for all you do to make our town a safe, happy, affordable place to live. I am proud to call Walpole my
hometown due to your efforts to keep it a safe place to live! Keep up the good work!

4/2/2014 3:33 PM

236

Would like to see Walpole Police on twitter.

4/2/2014 1:49 PM

237

Overall, they do a great job. I would have rated them excellent if I witnessed more speed traps. The only one I
ever witness is on Robbins Road which doesn't even seem to be a problem. I walk around this area a lot, and
seldom see speed being monitored. Thanks for caring!

4/2/2014 1:43 PM

238

Prescription drug take back, sharps disposal program.

4/2/2014 1:33 PM

239

More time on kids. Read a book at library during police week to kids.

4/2/2014 1:30 PM

240

I know it's not a police problem. I would love to see something for kids 16-19. There is nothing for them to do
except party. Getting criminal records for drunken offenses concerns me.

4/2/2014 1:25 PM

241

Saturday and Friday night party patrols.

4/2/2014 1:22 PM

242

Increase personnel. Excellent existing programs and service. Appropriate facility to meet current and future
needs. Proper funding of budget to ensure ongoing training and equipment. State of the art tools to maximize
enforcement efficiency.

4/2/2014 1:11 PM

243

Officers take turns policing schools so no guns, etc. get in or at least be there in case of trouble. Note on doors =
Police on Duty. Work on bullying issues.

4/2/2014 12:59 PM

244

No comment.

4/2/2014 12:53 PM

245

I live at New Pond Village, have been here for 14 years and have always enjoyed living here and enjoy the
Walpole Community. Most of my needs are taken care of where I live at New Pond Village.

4/2/2014 12:50 PM

246

South Walpole during stadium events.

4/2/2014 12:48 PM

247

Educate parents of issues in Walpole so citizens are not unaware (i.e. drinking/drugs at whs or higher crime in x
section of town or during particular times

4/1/2014 2:29 PM

248

Start having a daily presence at the high school and on Carpenter/Bonnie. Monitor the kids /adults with drug
issues and B&E's. Monitor speeding motorists who put everyone at risk. Monitor outsiders near route 1 business
establishments.

3/31/2014 4:30 PM
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249

Police Dept. needs new station - current facility is disgraceful.

3/31/2014 4:24 PM

250

More programs on underage drinking and drugs in the schools. More support in programs dealing with these
issues. Big concern to me.

3/31/2014 4:21 PM

251

What is interesting is that I was not aware of any of the programs. We get the Hometown paper and it would be
nice if a program was highlighted each week. It would also be great if there was a "Rules of the Road" program
for bicycle/runner and walkers.

3/31/2014 4:18 PM

252

For some of officers to be trained in mental illness; and if possible for 1-2 officers to be assigned to families with a
mental illness diagnosis for consistency sake when problems arise. I say 1-2 because officers are not always on
duty so there is a backup person who is familiar with the situation.

3/31/2014 3:59 PM

253

Very tough not to show support for all the police do in Walpole. Areas where I give less support are ones where I
see resource/budget constraints(i.e. foot patrols)

3/31/2014 3:50 PM

254

Very satisfied with the Walpole PD

3/31/2014 3:46 PM

255

Walpole Police are very pro-active regarding the needs of the citizens.

3/31/2014 1:30 PM

256

Imperative for Police & School to work together developing programs to protect kids w/o causing fear. Also
Resource Officer important but more as a "contact" than "cop on lookout". Another concern is integrity of policy
today - ethical.

3/31/2014 1:24 PM

257

It is important for young school children to be introduced to Officers in their school setting, and get to see them as
persons like their Dad or Mom and not only seem them in bad situations.

3/31/2014 1:20 PM

258

Thinking about it - will let you know.

3/31/2014 1:10 PM

259

Get rid of radar units and take police out of their cars & put them on their feet, down town, jobsites, schools,
events. Make Chief answer the phone when called.

3/31/2014 1:03 PM

260

A 2nd-tier paid police unit of middle age citizens who are fit, want to be involved, trained by police, badged,
armed, and gone thru ext background checks. State needs to pay right people and that's police and firemen.

3/31/2014 12:56 PM

261

All Police Officers hired be veterans (local) if any left.

3/31/2014 12:43 PM

262

Traffic, speeding in and around high school. Parents speeding through Mass Ave at 40+ mph is a normal speed
during peak hours.

3/31/2014 12:41 PM

263

Canine Program

3/31/2014 12:31 PM

264

Gun Turn-In Program At least 1 program w/kids that's highly publicized in Walpole Times: stenciling house
numbers on street curbs, or "shop with a cop", pairing at risk kids with volunteer officers to shop at Christmas.

3/31/2014 12:24 PM

265

Auxiliary police unit for emergencies.

3/30/2014 3:07 PM

266

RAD type class for young girls.

3/30/2014 3:00 PM

267

Helping the homes or at least organize a group to cook and help the people in need.

3/30/2014 2:58 PM

268

Public awareness and discussions about the rules/rights the bicycles riders have. I commute to RI by bike 2-3x's
a week. Walpole is the most dangerous and verbally abusive town I bike in.

3/30/2014 2:55 PM

269

Whenever I have called or needed assistance, I feel the WPD is very responsive.

3/30/2014 2:50 PM

270

A canine unit for lost people, thieves, drugs.

3/30/2014 2:47 PM

271

Thanks for all you do!

3/30/2014 2:42 PM

272

I would like to see the DARE program back in the elementary schools.

3/30/2014 2:38 PM

273

Aggressive speed limit enforcement on a permanent basis, especially Fisher St. Litter thrown from vehicles
should be fined.

3/30/2014 2:20 PM

274

Believe police should be more visable at common events.

3/30/2014 2:16 PM

275

Anything that encourages high school students to consider careers as police officers and firefighters.

3/30/2014 1:58 PM

276

Keeping an eye on Kendall Street. People do not observe any speed limit and drive dangerously. Too much
traffic for such a small street. Not safe.

3/30/2014 1:48 PM
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277

We just moved to Walpole 4/2013. As of 3/26/14 we have been pleaded with Town, neighbors and Police
Department

3/30/2014 1:44 PM

278

Using the top floor in the South Walpole Fire Station for the teen ages to gather.

3/29/2014 2:55 PM

279

None we can think of. Many good things done by Walpole PD.

3/29/2014 2:52 PM

280

I would like to have police union stop calling my house looking for donations.

3/29/2014 2:49 PM

281

Never knew any/hardly of these existed... would like to see some more information on these programs.

3/29/2014 2:47 PM

282

It appears that the Walpole Police have a lot of initiatives on their plate already. They need to evaluate those
programs that receive the most support/interest and update where needed. Because I have young children I think
it is important for the school system/police to talk with kids about social medial and cell phone safety.

3/29/2014 2:44 PM

283

Education that it's illegal to pass on right at Norfolk Aggie School-Fisher St. intersection. Monitor fire lane in Stop
& Shop, Rocky's Plaza and ticket people parked in them!

3/29/2014 2:40 PM

284

Start not charging for incident report copies for the victim!

3/29/2014 2:33 PM

285

I understand why the address of a serious crime scene is printed on the police log in the newspaper but why print
the address when there's a minor incident such as harassing phone call, domestic dispute, etc.? It serves no
purpose. In fact, I would hesitate to call the police in such cases if I thought I'd have to face neighbors' possible
questioning.

3/29/2014 2:30 PM

286

Domestic violence.

3/29/2014 2:26 PM

287

I would support anything the department thinks would make things better.

3/29/2014 2:15 PM

288

Keep the schools going with drug and ETOH awareness programs. Use bright vests when doing traffic duty,
especially when standing in the shade! So many times officers stand in the shade to direct traffic and the black
outfits/uniforms make it hard to see.

3/29/2014 1:58 PM

289

The WPD has always been very efficient and available when needed. Please continue to keep up the excellent
work. A resident for over 65 years!

3/29/2014 1:47 PM

290

Walk and talk in neighborhoods in good weather when people are out.

3/29/2014 1:42 PM

291

If you put out the signs saying no traffic to Gillette Stadium on Water Street, I would like to see it started every
time not just once in awhile.

3/29/2014 1:39 PM

292

Police Athletic League (PAL)

3/29/2014 1:37 PM

293

Overall I think they do a great job. Would like to see plain clothes police standing at intersections issuing tickets
for texting.

3/29/2014 1:30 PM

294

Cops Corner - awesome!

3/29/2014 1:26 PM

295

Publish annual list of ten worst locations for number of traffic accidents.

3/28/2014 1:29 PM

296

Considering the lack of an adequate police station and limited budget, Walpole Police do a wonderful job for our
community!

3/28/2014 1:25 PM

297

I would like to see the cops acting more like "humans" than a programmed group of military robots.

3/28/2014 1:12 PM

298

I appreciate the binder re: Locations of sex offenders too.

3/28/2014 1:09 PM

299

Need guards, but not police guards.

3/28/2014 1:07 PM

300

Just a comment - thank you for your prompt response to family emergencies after 911 calls - thank you.

3/28/2014 1:04 PM

301

As a parent of a student at the Daniel Feeney preschool, I would love for the police department to make a point to
visit each class to talk about their role and how children can trust officers, public safety, what to do, etc. My son
loved the visit they had this year from a firefighter and I was amazed by how much he learned about what to do in
the event of a fire, however that visit was from a Norwood firefighter/parent and I think our own town employees
could make and effort to be involved with the school in this manner. Thank you for all that you do.

3/28/2014 12:54 PM

302

Self defense for seniors. Speed trailer should produce printouts to facilitate placement of units.

3/28/2014 12:48 PM

303

Police explorer programs for teens.

3/28/2014 12:38 PM

304

Ticket more illegal parking on streets during winter over nights.

3/28/2014 12:31 PM
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305

Discourage the sale of drug paraphernalia such as rolling papers in town convenience stores. Also, work with
town to stop convenience stores morphing into package stores by allowing the stores to sell beer and wine.

3/28/2014 12:27 PM

306

When responding - many residents have opinion that officers are looking to create a larger problem!

3/28/2014 12:23 PM

307

We need a new police station!

3/28/2014 12:16 PM

308

I think we need the police to get to the kids now, talk to them, etc. Before we lose them to drugs. Way too many
young kids in Walpole are using drugs.

3/28/2014 12:11 PM

309

Cops and kids program. Summer camp. Kids give back to the community several hours a day and then rewarded
with field trips either each day (afternoon) or 1 trip at end of week.

3/28/2014 12:08 PM

310

Something similar to the Citizen Police for younger children and teenagers. Maybe a club where they have fun
with the police, while being educated about life's dangers.

3/28/2014 12:05 PM

311

Safety reviews of intersections & roads for proper signage or traffic lights at dangerous spots.

3/27/2014 1:56 PM

312

Stop drugs/alcohol in schools. It's happening in every school and needs to stop. Time to get serious.

3/27/2014 1:46 PM

313

Don't know enough about Programs 51-60.

3/27/2014 1:34 PM

314

School Security; Keeping up w/teens on alcohol & drug use ruining or taking lives. Talk about peer pressure and
courage to say "no."

3/27/2014 1:31 PM

315

Annual community reach-jout with updates on the year from dept and as an opportunity to receive feedback.

3/21/2014 2:24 PM

316

Rte 1 Coney St, significant speeding. Need signs and/or speed bumps, as they speed by in heavily congested
area & throw trash and alcohol bottle empties out windows.

3/21/2014 2:08 PM

317

Great involvement in community, Just keep involvement active and remind citizens to come forward with
concerns and praise.

3/21/2014 2:05 PM

318

Center could use a beautification committee. Very dilapidated and not visually appealing. Need flower boxes,
trees, lampposts, etc.

3/21/2014 1:57 PM

319

Drug treatment.

3/21/2014 1:53 PM

320

Any interaction we have had with police has been professional and effective. Apply for fed or state grants to put
cameras on Route 1 to stop speeding and running red lights. More BOP's in good weather out where people walk
to provide greater sense of security for those walking for exercise.

3/21/2014 1:52 PM

321

WPD is very responsive, but need more "friendly" engagement with everyday people. WPD deserve respect, but
need to proactively reach out to community to protect and serve. It is not an adversarial relationship.

3/21/2014 1:50 PM

322

Training the dispatcher in better customer service. The female older woman is not friendly at all. Improve their
reputation as slackers who sit around at the coffee shop and take OT assignments to direct traffic but sit talking to
the workmen or on cell phones. Improve their traffic control skills.

3/21/2014 1:47 PM

323

Children Safety Cyber Bullying Identity Theft

3/21/2014 1:39 PM

324

There should be a police presence after stadium events in South Walpole !

3/21/2014 1:38 PM

325

Programs at Station or Rec Dept for teens & parents to participate in together (drugs, alcohol, staying out of
trouble)

3/21/2014 1:32 PM

326

Program that combats illegal/inappropriate Rx sales or distribution. Rx pushers are relentless - phone calls
pushing sales, as well as via email and text. They prey on people w/addiction.

3/21/2014 1:29 PM

327

Off duty policemen and women should be able to decide if they would like more leisure time to interact with the
public. Maybe have a residents and police softball team together or soccer together.

3/21/2014 1:29 PM

328

Obviously I am unaware of 5 of these programs so it appears more outreach would be a good idea. Thanks for
your service!

3/21/2014 1:27 PM

329

Teen programs

3/21/2014 1:13 PM

330

A police officer was very helpful when my battery died at Dunkin Donuts near Bristol Square. He contacted
Chris's on Route 1A to come and assist me. It was very much appreciated.

3/21/2014 1:03 PM

331

Toys for Tots.

3/21/2014 12:57 PM
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332

Try not to be Nazi's. Hitler did the same crap that you all do sometimes and look what happened.

3/21/2014 12:53 PM

333

Unfamiliar with most of these programs. My children are grown and we now have little involvement in the
community activities/programs.

3/21/2014 12:50 PM

334

Run good public service announcements, double the fines/points when it's a holiday (long weekend) etc.

3/21/2014 12:41 PM

335

Can not answer the above question as I would have no idea what is going on. Sorry.

3/21/2014 12:30 PM

336

Senior awareness for phone and internet scams.

3/21/2014 12:15 PM

337

Create more intervention in middle schools and high schools for drugs/alcohol with effects on brain. Speeding.
Mandatory high school info on drugs. Especially new marijuana that is artificially made and affects.

3/21/2014 12:10 PM

338

I believe the Police Dept. does a very good job and am confident in its abilities. I do tend to favor programs that
contribute to more positive interaction between officers and citizens.

3/19/2014 3:43 PM

339

Flagmen-get rid of wasteful police details.

3/19/2014 3:31 PM

340

Hangup- cellphone/texting problems

3/19/2014 3:05 PM

341

I can't think of anything right now, I like the Walpole Police + feel safe + feel like I can call them anytime + they
will be there for me!

3/19/2014 2:58 PM

342

Hire more officers. Town is big! Police do an outstanding job despite small force.

3/19/2014 2:48 PM

343

Continue with programs from elementary level and up. Great programs!

3/19/2014 2:30 PM

344

Aren't they busy enough? I've never encountered a Walpole officer who was not courteous and patient. The
detectives were just great after the robbery and in the past, fire department and police come quickly when I called
911.

3/19/2014 2:13 PM

345

Find a better way to control traffic flow on Patriots' game days and nights rather than strangling South Walpole.

3/19/2014 2:12 PM

346

None.

3/19/2014 2:02 PM

347

Enforce car speeding at the intersection of Winter and Summer Streets. It has become a traffic nightmare for
children trying to get to school safely. My 6th grader has to walk Summer Street from Nottingham Way to Eldor
Drive. No sidewalks, snow and ice, traffic busy.

3/19/2014 2:01 PM

348

RAD - I know it's getting started up again soon. Really important for kids and adults to know about bullying and
how to protect and prevent it.

3/19/2014 1:57 PM

349

Internet scams and fraud

3/19/2014 1:52 PM

350

More presence on streets at dangerous intersections to insure that speed limits and stopping at stop signs are
followed by all drivers.

3/19/2014 1:51 PM

351

1/4 of people/children are in a domestic violence/abusive situation/living condition. Abuse is not only physical, but
verbal, emotional & psychological. Education is needed to stop this behavior.

3/19/2014 1:45 PM

352

Thank you for keeping Walpole safe!

3/19/2014 1:30 PM

353

We live at New Pond Village. Feel very confident that if needed, the Walpole Police would be available as
needed as individuals or as a community here at New Pond Village. My contact with police has been pleasant.
Officers courteous and professional always !

3/19/2014 1:05 PM

354

I would like Flagmen (women) at construction, street repairs. Other states do it - even on highways! Every cop I
see is talking to work guys, looking down holes, playing with cellphones. Barely looking at traffic!! No need for
that expense to be forstered on public

3/19/2014 12:56 PM

355

We need to make sure the homegrowers for prescription marijuana are not growing for distribution. Big concern.

3/19/2014 12:51 PM

356

Provide information to drug addicts (heavy drugs of addiction, heroin, coke, meth) as to where they can get help.
They are addicts. Stop arresting kids smoking pot. Don't put them in jail for such minor offense and give them a
record. Stop the drug dealers invading our town (heroin).

3/19/2014 12:48 PM

357

Thank you. We appreciate your hard work. I checked out the website and all the programs are commendable.
Would love to see some more women on the force and in the higher ranks. Also: Would love a dog park in
Walpole.

3/19/2014 12:40 PM

358

Women's safety program

3/19/2014 12:36 PM
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359

I don't have direct contact with the above programs but I think the Walpole Police are wonderful and responsive.
Keep up the good work! A special thank you to the Chief because he sets the tone.

3/19/2014 12:29 PM

360

Tractor trailer through traffic should be limited to state highways (Rte 1, 1A, 27). There is no reason for Common
Street to be main thoroughfare for truck traffic.

3/14/2014 1:17 PM

361

Officers need to pay attention to traffic not contractors or each other or on cell phones at details. Wear white
gloves for visibility. Also at night, use night setting on strobes - officer outside cruiser in dark uniform - not visible.
Officer safety training needs refresher.

3/14/2014 1:13 PM

362

I think our police department does an outstanding job and I think it is a disgrace to have our officers in this
outdated building.

3/14/2014 1:05 PM

363

Protection of being scammed.

3/14/2014 1:01 PM

364

School bullying programs that actually are effective.

3/14/2014 12:51 PM

365

I assume that this is done in the Drug and Alcohol Coalition but I think it should be a priority to teach kids about
dangers of prescription drugs, i.e. Percocet and the like, that could further lead to heroin epidemic like in
Norwood. Go into the various schools and really warn kids about those types of drugs.

3/14/2014 12:48 PM

366

New driver safety classes.

3/14/2014 12:28 PM

367

Just a concern: Where Longview Farm/Home for Little Wanderers is a state organization, I feel the state should
be responsible for permanent security on premises. Our officers respond to too many problems there, and I feel it
is wrong to put them in jeopardy for consistent state problems that occur there.

3/14/2014 12:25 PM

368

More pedestrian crossing signs. Police at Bubbling Brook in the morning to help direct traffic?

3/14/2014 12:19 PM

369

New police station.

3/12/2014 3:54 PM

370

Presence on Twitter.

3/12/2014 3:37 PM

371

I am not against any of the programs- just don't know enough about them to have a valid opinion of them.

3/12/2014 3:06 PM

372

More advertising about programs. Working with town youths like playing sports or helping youths with homework.
Officers to do volunteer work, i.e. helping the elderly cross the street.

3/12/2014 2:39 PM

373

Coffee with cops is a great way to get to know the police in Walpole. Find out what groups they are really
interested in. We want to be the friendly town,.

3/12/2014 2:10 PM

374

Correction vehicles speed.

3/12/2014 1:53 PM

375

I don't read Walpole Times, such a poor representative on community, so I have not had a chance to see the
Cops Corner article.

3/12/2014 1:50 PM

376

Please put a traffic light on Mylod Street and Route 1A.

3/12/2014 1:44 PM

377

All is well !

3/12/2014 1:14 PM

378

These programs need more of an explanation like Citizen Police Academy?? Coffee with Cops Program??

3/12/2014 1:10 PM

379

Add crossing guards so that more than one neighborhood can walk to school. The bus is only free for those
under a mile...but it is not safe to walk! BTW, your department deserves a new building!

3/12/2014 1:07 PM

380

How to recognize teenagers heading in the wrong direction (gangs) in life. Single females - address pros and
cons and self defense. Have seminars at the library to let the community know the positive actions in Walpole.

3/12/2014 12:59 PM

381

Crossing guards could help out a little more when traffic is heavy on 1A in the morning. I know it's not really their
job, but sometimes it's impossible to get out of a side street. I would also like to see more speed controls on
minor streets.

3/12/2014 12:44 PM

382

I feel the town of Walpole is safer because of the police. I have no fear living in town. I am a senior citizen and
would like to see a new station.

3/12/2014 12:38 PM

383

In reference to the programs above - I am a senior with several children long grown up, and many grandchildren.
Unfortunately none of them lives in Walpole (or even in state) so I have no experience with most of your
programs. Therefore, I don't feel competent to judge them. They look very good - appropriate and helpful.

3/12/2014 12:32 PM

384

This survey paid for by the citizens of Walpole is a thinly veiled effort by Chief Stillman to substantiate increased
funding (and taxes) for the police department. The responses are not statistically valid. Good policing is based
upon science, strong management, and hard work of officers - not upon a biased unnecessary survey.

3/12/2014 12:22 PM
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385

N/A

3/12/2014 12:08 PM

386

I put question marks by programs that I'm unfamiliar with.

3/12/2014 12:06 PM

387

Just remember you were a kid once. Kids make mistakes. Don't crucify them, be a support to help them. Second
time you can crucify them. But kids are our future and they need to trust police not distrust them.

3/12/2014 12:03 PM

388

Put police at 4 way stop sign between Union and Pleasant. People piggy back cars that stop and follow with them
through the stop sign without stopping.

3/12/2014 11:51 AM

389

Many of the programs listed, I did not know of. Maybe a little more advertising would make them more effective.

3/12/2014 11:46 AM

390

When the department states they are going to put a speed counter in my neighborhood and does not, I wish they
would follow through and refusing to put speed signs on my street. It is very narrow and we have a lot of small
kids.

3/7/2014 3:20 PM

391

Recently a WPD officer showed us the proper installation of an infant car seat for our grandson. Much
appreciated!

3/7/2014 3:05 PM

392

More presence in the center of town and in the post office area. Why are there often 4 or 5 cruisers parked in the
police lot?

3/7/2014 3:01 PM

393

Danger of pot smoking and driving and who will monitor those driving under the influence?

3/7/2014 2:48 PM

394

John does a good column.

3/7/2014 1:43 PM

395

More officers on foot. More cruiser coverage on side streets. In a nutshell, more interaction between police and
citizens.

3/7/2014 1:34 PM

396

More foot patrol in center of town. Thank you for the meal you put on for the seniors at Finnegan's Wake and for
the monetary donations.

3/7/2014 1:29 PM

397

Fortunately we have not needed the services of the police. Knowing several of the officers, I know how caring
they are.

3/7/2014 1:17 PM

398

The police department does an excellent job for our town.

3/7/2014 1:14 PM

399

Neighborhood watch program

3/7/2014 1:11 PM

400

Anything where police officers would interact with citizens (other than minors and elders - these seem to be
covered well). And additional item- some way for residents to communicate concerns to the police department
(Not emergency situations, of course, but other concerns.)

3/7/2014 1:07 PM

401

Use signboards on Route 1A

3/7/2014 1:03 PM

402

I would be very supportive of any and all programs that are, or will be, in place with the police. How about a
session in the senior center and retirement communities in regards to personal safety and defense. The very
young and the very old are easy pickings for aggressive and or violent people

3/7/2014 12:59 PM

403

Could you remind people via the COPS Corner about the hazards of texting, eating or applying makeup while
driving? Just an accident waiting to happen.

3/7/2014 12:50 PM

404

Trucks speeding on South Street going back and forth from P.J. Hayes Farm. There should be more stop signs
on South Street.

3/7/2014 12:45 PM

405

Anti texting and driving.

3/7/2014 12:41 PM

406

Controls for unregistered vehicles

3/7/2014 12:28 PM

407

Can't think of any offhand. Very satisfied with the work you do with the resources you have !!

3/7/2014 12:21 PM

408

Speed monitoring in streets used as a shortcut by motorists

3/7/2014 12:11 PM

409

Must convince parents and youth of consequences regarding drugs and alcohol. Education - communication input from youths, initiatives like this survey. I don't like to see WPD texting, etc. while on traffic duty.

3/7/2014 11:45 AM

410

We need a new police station. I believe we should have fought harder to achieve this building before building the
library. Thank you to all for your great job protecting my family and all residents of Walpole.

3/7/2014 11:40 AM

411

The daily phone call/check in with elders at home alone. etc.

3/7/2014 11:26 AM

412

Police visibility in general.

3/7/2014 11:23 AM
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413

The police were very attentive when I stopped at the station and answered my questions politely.

3/7/2014 11:22 AM

414

I see all of this as "window dressing" for increasing size of police dept. at the expense of tax payers., Police
officers serving on "details" should NOT be on cell phones.

3/7/2014 10:53 AM

415

Fine the way it is. Go as needed, learn more . See problem, take concern.

3/7/2014 10:34 AM

416

The above covered it all.

3/7/2014 10:30 AM

417

More presence @WHS events. Elderly checkins for Housing Authority locations. Invite students to police station
"meet & greet" on 1/2 days of school - with incentive to do so.

3/6/2014 1:32 PM

418

You're doing a good job. Please keep us safe. Thank you,.

3/6/2014 1:29 PM

419

I would support/vote for a new police station. It's more than overdue.

3/6/2014 1:26 PM

420

The department is doing their job to the best of my knowledge. No recommendations.

3/6/2014 1:01 PM

421

At age 87 I am no longer an "active" citizen. I do feel that the police do the best job possible.

3/6/2014 12:58 PM

422

We need to teach runners & walkers proper use of roadways. Running 2 or 3 abreast, on a narrow road, causes
problems. Maybe single file would work better

3/6/2014 12:39 PM

423

Have only lived here one year. Am handicapped.

3/6/2014 12:30 PM

424

Gun training Firearms Safety Class

3/6/2014 12:27 PM

425

Where to report a known drug dealer and have action taken,.

3/6/2014 12:25 PM

426

Police detail in all schools. This could be paid for by parents. Not satisfied with present safety measures of
schools.

3/6/2014 11:46 AM

427

Just keep up the good work

3/6/2014 11:37 AM

428

All programs listed above identify areas where initiatives are needed either as increased effort or totally new
initiative to others where activity/results may indicate a fresh approach may realize improvement.

3/6/2014 11:33 AM

429

Speed on Washington St between Rt 27 and Common St.

3/6/2014 11:28 AM

430

Increase speed surveillance on Fisher St

3/6/2014 11:22 AM

431

Be prepared to testify against 40B developments in Walpole due to increased crime and other social ills
associated with other 40Bs already in Walpole & other towns.

3/6/2014 11:12 AM

432

Overall good job w/resources given them. Too much on higher up salaries to do nothing. Tax dollars are spent on
things not needed ($25 million on high school). Do without frills - never paid for sports like we do now. Need to
give old computers to ones who can afford them.

3/6/2014 11:00 AM

433

Illegal parking is townwide - sidewalks, wrong direction, and overnight. 2-hour parking limit in h.s. area is a joke. I
have called P.D. and rarely get action

3/6/2014 10:49 AM

434

Help connect Walpole community with safe driving/driving skill courses. Maybe a campaign to use blinkers and
signal turns properly?

3/5/2014 11:31 AM

435

Better cleanup after 4th July fireworks.

3/5/2014 11:22 AM

436

Gun safety at home, Responsible gun owner classes. "A responsible gun owner is a responsible citizen!"

3/5/2014 11:19 AM

437

Possible presence in community - maintain law and order and safety.

3/5/2014 11:16 AM

438

When it appears there is a routine stop of a vehicle, why does a second car back up? Is staffing based on a
backup for every stoppage?

3/5/2014 11:11 AM

439

Anything to make schools safer from drugs and violence.

3/5/2014 11:06 AM

440

Put bike/foot patrols in high response areas - i.e. the Preserve.

3/5/2014 10:57 AM

441

Crossing guards - lay people can do this.

3/4/2014 4:00 PM

442

None - the Police do enough.

3/4/2014 3:54 PM

443

Please slow traffic on streets such as Common & High Streets. Excellent job!

3/4/2014 3:43 PM
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444

Stop door to door solicitors (religious groups are constant). Keeping big trucks from cutting through
neighborhoods to bypass low bridges on West St. Slow down aggressive Assurd Collision trucks.

3/4/2014 11:41 AM

445

Sometimes I feel there could be more of a downtown presence in terms of traffic. Facilitating traffic from reducing
speeding cars in the center, etc. I feel that at crucial traffic hours and on Saturdays, pedestrians are at higher
risk.

3/4/2014 11:37 AM

446

Some after school programs to keep kids off their game systems. Something fun, active, defense classes, etc.

3/4/2014 11:20 AM

447

More school programs. I have been hearing a lot of drug and alcohol use at the high school.

3/4/2014 11:07 AM

448

None -- just keep existing ones.

3/4/2014 10:22 AM

449

Can't think of anything right now.

3/4/2014 10:19 AM

450

I would like to know names of police officers to match faces. So many new officers and we have no idea who they
are. Maybe put pictures in the program when you have your fund raiser nights - just an idea. Thanks.

3/3/2014 4:31 PM

451

Nice to see a police officer stop and take a walk around the West Street fields. I'm thankful for the work done
during Country Fest. I think the environment is improving with heavy police patrols. I don't think Water St. needs
to be closed during Patriots games. Keep up the good work.

3/3/2014 4:25 PM

452

Anything the police department feels necessary.

3/3/2014 4:21 PM

453

Walpole police need to make sure schools and businesses are safe.

3/3/2014 4:17 PM

454

Crack down on speeding cars. Illegal parking in front of people's driveways. Trucks going on East Street too fast.

3/3/2014 4:01 PM

455

Be careful who you hire as policemen. Truant officer at schools checking on absentees. X-ing guards - do not
involve police.

3/3/2014 3:57 PM

456

Get the message out to people who walk after dark to wear reflective clothing. Tell people in crosswalks to stop
and look.Drivers need to be more aware - especially at train station.

3/3/2014 3:53 PM

457

Training on CPR, protection of yourself, protection of your home classes.

3/3/2014 3:43 PM

458

adherence to existing laws.

3/3/2014 3:32 PM

459

I am a resident of New Pond Village. I do not have a car and walk only at daytime on New Pond premises. I
would like to see a stop light at Bullard Street and Ret 1A.- a dangerous intersection.

3/3/2014 3:29 PM

460

I would like to see at least a quarterly citizens meeting with police to let the public know more about their
concerns and information on what citizens should be concerned about.

3/3/2014 2:45 PM

461

Gun Safety

2/26/2014 4:01 PM

462

Neighborhood watch. Teenage mentoring for students endeavoring to study law enforcement,

2/26/2014 3:41 PM

463

You're doing a wonderful job, keep up the good work!

2/26/2014 3:31 PM

464

More drug and alcohol programs for kids.

2/26/2014 3:20 PM

465

I don't know enough about the programs above to comment. I think the Walpole PD is well run and highly
professional in the way they conduct themselves. I would like to see them be a little more relaxed and friendly as
they go about their business throughout the town, i.e., smile, say hello, good morning, etc.

2/24/2014 11:20 AM

466

None. Leave us the hell alone! Go after the bad guys and the reckless drivers, enough with the speed traps (we
refer to those cops as the donut eaters).

2/24/2014 11:04 AM

467

To have more speed traps, as I've seen too many speeding, as well as not following the rules of the road (i.e.
going thru red lights, not using turn signals, not stopping for pedestrians. I've seen this so many times, as a
pedestrian (walking, as well as waiting at crosswalks).

2/24/2014 10:47 AM

468

I think our Police Dept is doing an excellent job with the force size it has. After being in the Citizen Police
Academy I have been much more aware of how much they accomplish.

2/24/2014 10:05 AM

469

Gun/firearms safety, support of ownership and use with invitation to firing range.

2/24/2014 9:57 AM

470

Joggers and runners on narrow winding roads not realizing danger.

2/24/2014 9:45 AM

471

Walpole Police are rarely out of their cruisers out in streets walking and/or at public events. I have never seen
them on my street just being around.

2/24/2014 9:29 AM
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472

Driving re-education class for seniors.

2/24/2014 9:21 AM

473

Build a new safety building

2/24/2014 9:16 AM

474

Get a new station! Our police deserve at least as much respect as our library staff, so get them a facility to match
their importance to our community.

2/21/2014 3:44 PM

475

I think you peopld do a good job. I am sure there are initiatives that could be looked into, but this questionnaire
already shows that you are on top of the situation

2/21/2014 3:36 PM

476

These are all worthwhile programs. Can we afford all of them?

2/21/2014 3:28 PM

477

Pay more attention to traffic flow while on construction sites. They should direct not watch or talk with the
construction workers. I know its a boring detail but it also is boring sitting in traffic.

2/21/2014 3:19 PM

478

Traffic enforcement on residential streets. Continued use of speed signboards and officers with radar on high
volume streets.

2/21/2014 2:54 PM

479

cyber bulling/cyber crime

2/21/2014 2:48 PM

480

Just continue with the programs they have now.

2/21/2014 2:30 PM

481

We are fortunate to have a police force that goes above and beyond in their service to our town. I cannot think of
anything else that could be implemented. They do so much already.

2/20/2014 3:03 PM

482

It should be mandatory that all high school girls take the Rape Aggression Defense Classes before graduating.
More programs for all seniors/center, both active seniors and handicap.

2/20/2014 2:56 PM

483

Use of traffic cameras. Foot patrols in center of town, especially at traffic lights.

2/20/2014 2:53 PM

484

A new police and fire station on South Street

2/20/2014 2:50 PM

485

Activities with teenagers, so they would have better relation with police and better understanding of the service.

2/20/2014 2:38 PM

486

I am unfamiliar with some of these programs so cannot weigh in as to their relative worthiness.

2/20/2014 2:09 PM

487

More online emails alerting us to increase of break-ins in certain areas or road closing. I think Norwell has this.
More avenues for education - how can community decrease crime, how can I protect my house, et., - articles,
emails, reminders, marketing.

2/20/2014 2:03 PM

488

Twitter; Homeland Security Drills; School lockdown Drills.

2/20/2014 1:57 PM

489

The police officer that has pink handcuffs can use them on me anytime!

2/20/2014 1:49 PM

490

I hope not to have a medical marijuana facility in Walpole. A 'shadowing' a policeman/woman program for
residents, particularly teenagers. An anonymous call in line for your and parents to inquire and receive into on the
legality of certain situations.

2/20/2014 1:39 PM

491

Can't think right now.

2/20/2014 1:30 PM

492

I would like to see WPD start a K-9 program. Could be a dual process dog, for patrol back-up. I know this is not
cheap, but it can be a real asset to dept and the public. Give it some serious thought.

2/20/2014 1:24 PM

493

House checks while on vacation.

2/20/2014 1:16 PM

494

If possible, get out and walk the neighborhoods. This would build a stronger sense of community and support for
our WPD.

2/20/2014 1:10 PM

495

I believe everything is pretty much covered in this survey. Thanks for caring.

2/20/2014 1:07 PM

496

It would appear all items shown receive support and difficult to limit to five important to me

2/20/2014 12:54 PM

497

I truly believe as time goes, we have to devise better more efficient way to serve our towns. Its becoming
apparent taxes are not keeping up with our costs. Police, Fire, and Schools, if working with other towns, could
save one officer's salary - it would be step in right direction

2/20/2014 12:19 PM

498

Police do a good job on programs.

2/20/2014 12:10 PM

499

Better enforcement of cell phone use while driving. Overall opinion: you guys/ladies do great job.

2/20/2014 12:08 PM
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500

Question for Cops Corner: At the intersection of High Plain and Rte. !, for the cars on High Plain traveling toward
Sharon, who has the right of way once Rte 1 is crossed? There are 3 lanes at the light with no lane designation
on the road or a posted sign. Yet on the other side (near Applebees) there appears to be only one lane as the
lane marking for 2 lanes begins near D&D.

2/19/2014 3:48 PM

501

An employee at the Public Works, Andrew, is the best in the department. Always listens to you and does what he
can.

2/19/2014 3:36 PM

502

Officer White's Walpole Times articles are excellent. I think the biggest social problem today is the full spectrum
of substance abuse whether driving or not. Parent's toleration of this is unbelievable. Look at the legalization of
marijuana passing local vote. I guess things are so tough that we have to encourage getting high despite the cost
in dollars and health care and lives.

2/19/2014 3:33 PM

503

Name badges on all officers. Pictures and bios of officers on website.

2/19/2014 3:27 PM

504

More patrols on side streets.

2/18/2014 8:46 PM

505

Child safety in regard to sex abuse. A training for children in regard to being approached by strangers.

2/18/2014 2:07 PM

506

Good job overall.

2/18/2014 1:30 PM

507

Need to be in community more. Be open, friendly, non-threatening. Opens communication and encourages
people to come forth with concerns.

2/18/2014 1:28 PM

508

Foot patrols Walpole Center to reduce speeding and running red lights.

2/18/2014 1:24 PM

509

A presence in Town Hall during controversial public hearings and meetings.

2/18/2014 1:21 PM

510

Keep doing what you are doing; Keep Town of Walpole safe. Thanks

2/18/2014 1:17 PM

511

WPD provides a wonderful service. They need a new police & fire dept which I 100% support.

2/18/2014 1:13 PM

512

Walpole Police Officers serve the community proud. They do a fine job.

2/18/2014 1:10 PM

513

Increase in neighborhood patrols.

2/18/2014 1:07 PM

514

Everything ok for now. I think Walpole Police are very diligent and jump on anything criminal, and concerned for
anyone needing help.

2/18/2014 1:04 PM

515

Evening sports leagues for teens/young adults.

2/18/2014 12:54 PM

516

Curbing aggressive drivers - education and enforcement of.

2/18/2014 12:50 PM

517

More frequent neighborhood ride-arounds for visibility; Motorcycle officer needs to be a little more interactive
rather than barking "license/registration". Multiple police officers in my family were surprised when I told them of
the stop ... I just said he was having a BAD day.

2/18/2014 12:39 PM

518

Days for children to get a tour of the police department and meet the police.

2/18/2014 12:28 PM

519

Thank you for your continued service and dedication to our town.

2/18/2014 12:20 PM

520

Neighborhood patrols through developments; Awareness that Police are in area (drive thru).

2/18/2014 12:15 PM

521

Better attitude, treat law-abiding citizens with respect, and stop stalking innocent townspeople. Walpole is like
living in a police state. Consider why you are still in the old police station? Is there a message there? Too many
issues as an educated professional person than I care to comment on. I will never vote for a new station.Also,
instead of working with the youth on responsibility, they approach the youth with aggressiveness and
exaggeration. Also, residents are pulled over in roadways to make an example of them.

2/18/2014 12:02 PM

522

You need a "check off" for "don't know". We have no experience with most of these items

2/18/2014 11:55 AM

523

I'd like to see some surveillance or traffic enforcement near the 204 Washington Restaurant, Parish Center in
East Walpole. In the evenings that is a busy pedestrian area and I often see cars not stopping for pedestrians, or
cars going thru there at an unsafe speed. I'm amazed no one has gotten hurt there. Thanks for doing this survey.

2/18/2014 11:52 AM

524

Sanction dog owners whose pets are reported as continuously barking.

2/18/2014 11:24 AM

525

Continued excellent appearance of police vehicles.

2/18/2014 11:15 AM

526

I am not very familiar with some of these programs, citizen police academy, school mentor program, etc

2/18/2014 11:11 AM
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527

An open invite to residents to attend a meeting where PD describes in detail how they track down those who
commit crimes; Also touch upon what property owners can do to minimize chance of becoming a victim.

2/18/2014 10:51 AM

528

Walpole needs very strongly a new Police & Fire Station. This should be #1 priority for Walpole.

2/18/2014 9:58 AM

529

Anti-bully program - including using technology to bully-middle through high school.

2/18/2014 9:29 AM

530

Officers back on "the beat" going in & out of businesses, talking to people, outside coffee meetings - especially
kids. Instill respect & trust like we once had. Police too much like a military enforcement group.

2/18/2014 9:24 AM

531

I believe programs encouraging free will and the promotion of this along with actual growth for all children and
youth is still in need of stronger support.

2/18/2014 9:19 AM

532

Better details of all infractions, not just "Route 1 larceny" should be publicized weekly; when it's in Walpole
Weekly and Times, it always seems to be "edited" and watered down. Be transparent, open, and honest.

2/13/2014 12:47 PM

533

More community involvement esp with young children, and keep involved thru high school; Control or wipe out
drugs, alcohol, or other problems like bullying; Work with school more often, encourage anonymous reporting plate #s, addresses, etc

2/13/2014 12:39 PM

534

More after-school programs for kids.

2/13/2014 12:15 PM

535

Honor Guard as long as no o.t. is involved; Anonymous Tip Line; Ways for Safety Depts to make revenues and
keep in their own fund.

2/13/2014 11:57 AM

536

Thank you for all you do! We would support a new police/fire station.

2/12/2014 4:10 PM

537

Basic Police duties - monitor, protect, intervention according to law. I don't see you as social workers; while
being visible is good as a deterring mechanism, some of the above items seem counterproductive.

2/12/2014 4:07 PM

538

Feel very safe in this Town. Happy to see the department taking the extra effort in making this happen.

2/12/2014 4:04 PM

539

I am not al all familiar with most of the programs listed above. So very hard to make an accurate appraisal for
support.

2/12/2014 3:58 PM

540

Fighting crime and stop ticketing cars at the high school on teacher/parent night (that's really low). Stop driving
around in snow storms looking to ticket cars parked on streets (really low). Is this all your interested in?
Slamming your own town's residents?

2/12/2014 3:54 PM

541

Domestic violence education and outreach for public as well as for officers responding to calls. Outreach and
support for Walpole families impacted by mental health or substance abuse. From my experience, some of the
officers need training in responding to these situations in a compassionate and calm way.

2/12/2014 3:51 PM

542

I think you should set up a meet and greet Walpole Police Officers. Pick one week every night for the citizens to
meet you. I could not even tell you who is on the force. I could not tell you when is the last time I saw a police
officer on my street.

2/12/2014 3:44 PM

543

I would like to see some sort of training/activity like RAD except for kids not just adults. Also more of a presence
on 1/2 days especially on Main St. Kids loitering in front of businesses for hours upon hours.

2/12/2014 3:39 PM

544

I am not well informed on these programs.

2/12/2014 3:35 PM
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